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Abstract
Faculty in higher education often see themselves as researchers and identify less as
instructors. The problem is that nearly every profession has embraced technology in new
ways, except in the world of education and students need 21st-century skills to be
competitive in the workforce. The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study
was to explore instructors’ lived experiences and beliefs regarding teaching and
technology integration before, during, and after completion of a professional
development program at a Midwestern Tier 1 research institute. The study was framed by
Rogers’s diffusion of innovation theory and the sustainability education academic
development framework. The research questions investigated how participation in a
professional development program changed instructors’ beliefs about technology
integration to respond to 21st-century learning styles; and the possible change in
instructors’ lived experiences and beliefs after participation concerning how they taught
21st-century learners. For this study, a series of 3 interviews were conducted with each of
6 university instructors who participated in the professional development program. The
data analysis were based on the coding of participant responses and the emerging
categories and themes. Key results showed that to promote change in teaching and
learning, it is necessary to forge relationships between instructors and with support staff.
Recommendations include the development of activities to encourage peer interaction.
Implications for positive social change exists in helping designers create trainings that
include more interaction between faculty members, promote rich research environments
inspiring technology use in teaching and learning, and increasing student success.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study
For as long as instructors have been attending professional development, those
who design these sessions have struggled to implement lasting change through them.
Attending professional development is something that those who want to stay informed
do. For institutions to stay innovative and cutting edge, leaders must make a continuous
commitment to improve teaching and learning (Nicholls, 2001). Students need 21stcentury skills to be competitive in the workforce, yet instructors in kindergarten through
Grade 12 (K-12) and higher education are not changing how they teach, even with
available professional development opportunities (Ertmer, Ottenbriet-Leftwich, &
Tondeur, 2015; Hou & Wilder, 2015; Kopcha, Rieber, & Walker, 2015).
Barriers to technology integration in higher education include restrictive climates,
policies, training, and infrastructure issues (Pomeroy, 2014). Trainings have even been
cited as factors inhibiting technological change, due to limits on time and technology that
may render learning difficult (Pomeroy, 2014). One of the primary predictors of
technology use in the classroom has been the beliefs of the instructor related to teaching
and learning (Tondeur, van Braak, Ertmer, & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2016). The U.S.
Department of Education has funded more than $750 million for projects to create
innovative ways for instructors to integrate technology in their teaching (Hsu, 2016).
Before technology can be leveraged effectively as a tool for teaching and learning, it is
necessary to understand how to enable its use consistently (Ertmer et al., 2015). Best
practices and meaningful pedagogy must lead integration (Ertmer et al., 2015). This
study was conducted to address a gap in the literature on how beliefs, pedagogy, and
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technology use intersect. With this study, I seek to contribute to improved understanding
of how professional development is designed, which faculty are targeted by professional
development, and when in instructors’ careers training may be more effective. More
effective professional development may contribute to more effective teaching, leading to
student success.
This chapter begins with an overview of the background that frames the study,
followed by the problem statement, purpose, and research questions.
Background
Research on the relationship between an instructor’s beliefs, instruction, and
student learning has increased within the past 20 years (Ashton, 2015). Aldunate and
Nussbaum (2013) conducted research that supported the importance of early technology
integration among instructors. They found that when there were no early adopters of a
technology, it would generally not be adopted, and late adopters were more apt to
abandon its use (Aldunate & Nussbaum, 2013). Many instructors use words such as
afraid and intimidated to describe their feelings toward learning new technologies
(Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Sadik, Sendurur, & Sendurur, 2012).
Professional development may assist instructors in getting over their fear of
technology and gaining a better understanding of the benefits of using technology in
teaching and learning (Deaker, Stein, & Spiller, 2016; Jaipal-jamani, Figg, Gallagher,
Scott, & Ciampa, 2015). By supporting adopters of technologies, professional
development may empower them to become leaders, inspiring others. Instructors in
higher education are usually not required to participate in professional development, but
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recently universities have been placing more emphasis on improving the experiences of
learners and have been offering more professional development opportunities toward this
goal (Deaker et al., 2016).
Instructors in higher education often see themselves as researchers and topic
experts and identify less as instructors (Deaker et al., 2016; Nicholls, 2001). There is a
well-established system built within universities whereby research is rewarded (Nicholls,
2001; Nygaard, 2017). The research conducted in these settings generally has little to do
with teaching; however, teaching is vital for universities and academic departments
(Nygaard, 2017). Those who have the job of promoting technology integration need to
understand that there is not a one-size-fits-all approach to promoting change in the beliefs
of instructors (Ertmer et al., 2015).
Although research has also shown that instructors’ beliefs are not always reflected
in how they teach, some instructors choose to omit technology in their instruction even
when they believe it to have inherent value, and even when it is readily available (Ertmer
et al., 2015). Lack of money to support the technology integration process, time
constraints, and lack of recognition are factors prohibiting innovative teaching (Smith,
2012). The theory of innovation indicates that even when individuals have knowledge of
educational technology, their attitudes or beliefs may inhibit its use (Rogers, 2003; Sahin,
2006).
Instructors’ beliefs can influence their desire to change (Ertmer et al., 2015).
Beliefs can only be inferred from what people say (Ashton, 2015). However, if an
instructor has had a negative experience with technology, even long ago, it may have
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become a barrier to the willingness to try technology again, even if the instructor is
shown that technology can be an effective tool (Ertmer et al., 2015). How instructors see
themselves as teachers is another indicator for predicting their willingness to use
technology in their classroom (Herckis, 2018). If, for example, instructors have never
seen another instructor in their discipline use technology, they might not identify
technology use as a component of good teaching for their discipline. Beliefs related to
identity are related to instructors’ assumptions about how people learn and why they
teach what they teach (Chien, Wu, & Hsu, 2014; Herckis, 2018). An understanding of
instructors’ beliefs related to the integration of technology is an important to the effort to
implement change (Chien et al., 2014). If it is possible to predict who will be most
responsive to change and to use this information in selecting whom to target and
determining how to target them, it might be possible to make better choices concerning
how to promote technology integration. Designers of professional development may also
be better at customizing content within professional development opportunities to find
those who are receptive and focus more on what promotes change.
In this study, I used phenomenological methodology, an approach that has often
been overlooked in research on professional development. Ertmer et al. (2015) explained
that it may not be possible to change the beliefs of instructors. It can be just as effective,
Ertmer et al. suggested, to help instructors learn new practices involving technology; in
time, they may adjust their beliefs through experiences that increase their potential to
adopt new technologies. I investigated whether instructors’ experiences with professional
development activity through a Midwestern Tier 1 research institution’s professional
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development program influenced and promoted change in how they saw themselves as
instructors. Those tasked with inspiring change and technology use in higher education
may find insights from this study important, since it has been conducted in an attempt to
fill a gap in research which may be provide insight into trying to change an instructor’s
beliefs related to teaching and learning with technology (Ertmer, 2005).
Professional Development Program
The Midwestern Tier 1 research institution’s professional development offerings
support student learning through a course redesign program (Redacted, 2016a). The
mission of this professional development program is to improve student performance by
redesigning foundational courses to support student-centered learning in classes
traditionally taught through lectures (Redacted, 2017b). The goal of the program is to
create environments for student-centered learning and technologies in large-enrollment
foundational courses (Redacted, 2017b).
One of the unique features of the professional development program is the
diversity of the courses and departments involved (Redacted, 2017b; Redacted, 2016b).
The administrators of the program foster collaborative effort by including staff from
libraries, instructional technologists, and course designers (Redacted, 2013a). This
partnership allows instructors to draw upon the expertise of others in their course
redesign, thus allowing them to consider strategies and resources that they would
otherwise not be aware of.
The theoretical framework of the professional development program is based on
self-actualization theory (Redacted, 2017b). Self-actualization theory, while undergoing
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recent debate in which revisions were proposed to Maslow’s pyramid of needs, has been
used in the traditional sense in this program, suggesting that people strive to be what they
can be (Kenrick, 2017). This theory indicates that as individuals grow and mature, they
shift more attention to the needs of others and expand to their full potential as people
(D’Souza & Gurin, 2016). Applied to education, self-actualization theory indicates that as
individuals mature as instructors, they will gradually look for ways to improve
themselves.
In the professional development program, instructors are encouraged but not
required to use course redesign as an opportunity for research. Assistance is offered in
gathering related data, and staff with research expertise are made available (Redacted,
2017b). As of the end of 2016, 234 unique courses had been redesigned through the
professional development program, and 73 instructors had participated in the program
(Redacted, 2017b; Redacted, 2016b). The professional development program’s webpage
mentions that the university uses these instructors and courses to promote change in their
respective departments and seeks to help instructors who have participated in the program
to become leaders promoting change in teaching and learning (Redacted, 2017b). The
instructors who take part in this program represent a diverse group of individuals,
encompassing instructors who are already teaching effectively with technology,
instructors who think of technology integration as the use of slides during a lecture, and
instructors who use no technology in the classroom and actively discourage technology
use by students.
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I attempted to identify whether instructors’ beliefs evolved after they left the
professional development program and whether this change influenced their beliefs
related to using technology in their classrooms. Long-term, collaborative, inquiryoriented professional development has been noted as successful in changing beliefs
related to practice in the classroom (Ashton, 2015). While studies have focused on
various programs, no qualitative study using this method has been published related to
the professional development program at the university that was the focus of this study
(Coultman, 2015).
Problem Statement
Technology affects nearly every aspect of contemporary life. Nearly every
profession has embraced its usefulness in ways unheard of just a few years ago. In 2017 it
was estimated that today there would be 50 billion connected devices (Hussain, 2017).
Growth related to the field of technology as it pertains to health care, smart vehicles,
smart homes, social networking, and the business world is expected to continue the trend
(Hussain, 2017). Education, though, has been slow to change (Pomeroy, 2014). Students
often find their educational experience to be one of the few places where technology has
not been integrated in a meaningful way (Pine-Thomas, 2017). Assisting instructors in
changing how they teach and supporting new ways of student learning has been a
struggle, especially in higher education (Coultman, 2015; Pine-Thomas, 2017). Meeting
the needs of instructors in higher education with professional development that fits their
needs and abilities is not an easy task (Deaker et al., 2016). The emphasis on research,
especially at research-centric universities, is a primary focus for staff promotion and
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institutional ranking (Dickson, Hughes, & Stephens, 2016). However, designers of
instruction know that personalized professional development for instructors can improve
student learning (Derting et al., 2016).
The problem is getting instructors to use technology in an effective way in their
classrooms. At a 2015 symposium for the instructors and staff of a Midwestern Tier 1
research institution, Dr. Mazur, a physics professor at Harvard, contended that it was
possible for a teacher, even an experienced one, to be completely misled into thinking
that students had been taught effectively (Mazur, 2015). Promoters of educational
technology know that technology adoption is not prevalent in higher education (Jaipaljamani et al., 2015). Student-centered learning has been shown to be more effective than
traditional lecture methods, especially when technological tools augment instruction and
are used effectively for both students and instructors (Ebert-May et al., 2011). Instructors
will also be more inclined to retain those changes even after professional development.
Collaborative professional development has been shown to be more productive than the
traditional, one-time-offering lecture style (Jaipal-jamani et al., 2015).
Instructors can play a significant role in promoting innovative teaching styles
(Hou & Wilder, 2015). If even one instructor begins using technology effectively in
students’ learning experiences, he or she can help promote adoption across the entire
educational system (Bue & Divjak, 2016). According to Yurtseven and Bademcioglu
(2016), various aspects of professional development need to be looked at more
extensively. Yurtseven and Bademcioglu noted a growing need for research related to
professional development. Case studies involving interviews and surveys for data
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collection have been used most frequently in the past, but other methodologies need to be
considered (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). This represents a gap in the literature that
I conducted this study to address.
Many instructors are unaware of how student-centered learning or experiential
learning can be done in their courses (Hou & Wilder, 2015). Such instructors were
probably not taught with technology in the teaching or learning process, and they are
unlikely to have experienced their subject matter presented in a way that involved
technology. At the same time, instructors often agree these teaching techniques such as
using technology are helpful in problem solving and promoting critical thinking in
students (Wurdinger & Allison, 2017). Research has shown that the previous experiences
of an instructor complete the individual and form the individual’s teaching style
(Barbarà-i-Molinero, Cascón-Pereira, & Hernández-Lara, 2017).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore lived
experiences and instructor beliefs on teaching and technology integration before, during,
and after completion of a professional development program at a Midwestern Tier 1
research institute. The desire was to find common themes across participant experiences
and identify whether specific activities promoted technology use. The phenomenon was
defined as the Midwestern Tier 1 research institution campus course redesign program.
The results of this study may inform the designers of professional development,
so that they can know which activities are most associated with activities recommended
as being the most useful in inspiring technology use by instructors. If instructors all
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pointed to collaborating with technology-mindful peers as being the most inspiring for
them to teach with technology, more of such activities can be recommended for future
programs. If nothing is identified as inspiring more integration of technology, it might be
recommended to look for different, untried ways to introduce teaching with technology.
This study employed a qualitative phenomenological approach with six voluntary
instructors who participated in the professional development program. These instructors
took part in a series of three interviews each that examined their beliefs before, during,
and after participation in the same professional development opportunity.
The professional development program teaches instructors how to use active
learning as a tool for instruction (Redacted, 2013b). Instructors receive personalized
training specific to the needs of their courses (Redacted, 2013b). The willingness of
instructors to participate successfully in the professional development program is
influenced by their attitude and impression of the process. Improved understanding of
how those who have already been involved in the process think about it may afford
insight into how to make the program better as well as more effective (Yurtseven &
Bademcioglu, 2016).
The beliefs of instructors are among the key indicators of how they teach and
evolve as educators in their teaching as new things are learned (Hoffman & Seidel, 2015).
Beliefs can influence behavior by providing a filter for how information is processed and
taught to students (Hoffman & Seidel, 2015). A strong relationship has been shown
between beliefs and how an instructor teaches (Hoffman & Seidel, 2015).
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Research Questions
Primary question: How has participation in a professional development program
changed the beliefs of instructors surrounding technology integration in how they
respond to the learning styles of 21st-century learners?
Subquestion: How have lived experiences changed the beliefs of instructors after
participation in a professional development program toward how they teach 21st-century
learners?
Conceptual Framework
Rogers’s diffusion of innovation theory and the sustainability education academic
development (SAED) framework were used to frame this study. The SAED framework is
a new framework that is intended to predict whether conditions exist for change to
happen in how an instructor teaches (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015). It indicates that for
change to be possible, an instructor’s beliefs and organization must be continually
evolving and improving for change to be supported and encouraged (Holdsworth &
Thomas, 2015).
In that this study addressed technology integration as it happened through
professional development, Rogers’s (2003) innovation theory provided a technology
integration lens through which to examine the data. The diffusion of innovation theory
was used to determine whether early adopters of this professional development program
began to initiate a culture of change related to beliefs about technology use across
campus. I attempted to determine whether the instructors were already teaching with
technology before the program if they taught with technology after, and if they were still
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doing so at the time of this study. If they were not, the interview was used to identify
what barriers they encountered. Rogers’s (2003) theory provides a way to examine these
barriers, which Rogers referred to as the innovation-decision process. The SAED
framework was used to examine whether beliefs change because of professional
development activity. The SAED framework helped to address the multifaceted support
structure that needed to be in place before the technology could be implemented, such as
organizational support and knowledge of pedagogy and curriculum (Holdsworth &
Thomas, 2015).
The SAED framework can help in predicting whether conditions exist for change
to happen. Diffusion of innovation theory was used to determine whether these early
adopters began to initiate a culture of change (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015; Rogers,
2003). The frameworks fit this study well because they provided a broad lens that I could
use to examine most of the hurdles that usually must be overcome before technology
adoption happens (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). Understanding how those who have
already been involved in a process think about may afford insights for making the
program better as well as more effective (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016).
Nature of the Study
This was a qualitative phenomenological study. A series of three interviews was
conducted with six instructors at a Midwestern Tier 1 research institution who had
undergone course redesign through the university’s professional development program,
for a total of 18 interviews. The first interview covered their educational experiences
before going through the professional development program, the second covered their
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experiences during the professional development program, and the third covered their
teaching experiences after the professional development program. Allowing for time
between interviews supports the validity of the interview by placing what they say in
context and by giving participants time to think (Seidman, 2013). This strategy helps the
interviewer and the participant to keep their focus on each topic of the series (Seidman,
2013). Each interview helped to inform the next interview, providing for a logical
sequence that assisted everyone involved in the phase by helping participants to add
things they later thought of to the previous topic when needed and to relate the previous
topic to the next interview (Seidman, 2013). Seidman (2013) recommended spacing
interviews between 3 days and a week apart. Such a schedule provides time for
participants to think about the previous session but not enough time for them to forget
about the previous session (Seidman, 2013). Seidman (2013) noted experiencing
reasonable results when exceptions occurred such as participants being unavailable. The
timing also provided flexibility if a participant was not feeling well or was unable to
focus on a specific day (Seidman, 2013). It is of utmost importance to allow time for
reflection between topics but not so much time that the thoughts from the previous
interview are no longer fresh enough to inform the next interview (Seidman, 2013). In
order to make the process repeatable and well documented, Seidman (2013) suggested
following the recommended timeline, with alterations only as needed.
These participants agreed to be involved in research related to the professional
development program and were regularly surveyed, as were their students. According to
Padilla-Diaz (2015), phenomenological researchers need to be able to construct meaning
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within their world. Understanding the context of their comments is crucial for proper
analysis (Padilla-Díaz, 2015). The three-interview strategy is a good way to understand
this context (Seidman, 2013). The first interview is conducted to review the individual’s
beliefs before the phenomena, the second interview is about the phenomena, and the third
interview is about any changes in beliefs and practices due to the phenomena (Seidman,
2013). Other approaches such as case study were considered, but because it was the
experience of the professional development program, not just the person’s story, that was
the focal point of this study, the phenomenological approach was a better fit (Moustakas,
1994). Phenomenology is best used when experience is being investigated as it was
experienced by the participants (Creely, 2016). Phenomenology is effective when the
object of study is how beliefs were acquired through an experience (Moustakas, 1994).
In selecting instructors to participate in this study, I began with the earliest
participants of the course redesign program in 2011, moving up the list to the most recent
program participants. Instructors were selected in this manner to involve those in the
study who had the most time to integrate what they had learned and had been early
innovators helping to create a culture for change. This group of instructors was a random
selection of individuals who self-identified as wanting to participate in the program. The
management team of the professional development program permitted me to reach out to
these instructors to participate in this research on a volunteer basis.
Most of the research conducted by the university has been quantitative. The entire
pool of participants has grown to 312 instructors. Only those who had taught the class
that they redesigned at least once were eligible to participate in this study. They were
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given a survey outlining the criteria before being interviewed. The first five instructors
were selected, plus one for the pilot, from those who qualified and volunteered. They
each gave three interviews, including the pilot, for a total of 18 interviews. Five
candidates plus a pilot candidate were selected because the university recommended the
number of interviews as suggested for the time constraints of the project.
According to Seidman (2013), interviewers may get to a point where they are not
learning anything new or are experiencing saturation; if this occurs, the process can
become laborious. This can detract from the researcher’s ability to be a good interviewer.
The number of participants could have been adjusted if saturation had been reached. If
participants had dropped out of the study, additional candidates from the same list of
professional development program participants would have been asked to participate with
the same email sent to the original five. This did not happen.
A qualitative phenomenological design was chosen because it provided a flexible
lens that allowed for the examination of the experience of the professional development
program, as interpreted by instructors. It is a person’s perception of their experiences that
become their reality (Husserl, 1931; Moustakas, 1994). A phenomenological approach
provided an in-depth view of instructors’ impressions of their experience after the
redesign process and their beliefs related to teaching and learning.
Definitions
21st-century skills: The skills associated with how technology can be used to
support analyzing, reasoning, and communicating effectively, primarily as they relate to
teaching and learning (Ertmer et al., 2015).
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Beliefs: Beliefs serve as a filter for how a person sees the world by guiding their
actions (Borg, 2001). They are ideas that a person is committed to, which they may be
conscious of having or not in making sense of the world (Borg, 2001). Beliefs define how
a teacher instructs students, either with or without technology (Ertmer, Gopalakrishnan,
& Ross, 2001).
Pedagogy: The philosophy that defines how teachers teach (Ertmer et al, 2001).
Pedagogy is sometimes defined as relating to K-12 contexts, whereas andragogy is
related to higher education. Because much literature uses pedagogy unilaterally when
referring to both K-12 and higher education, I use the term pedagogy when referring to
higher education in this dissertation.
Educational technology: Technologies that are used as tools for learning as well
as teaching, requiring learning strategies, teaching approaches, and pedagogical
philosophies (Baytak & Akbiyik, 2010).
Innovation in teaching and learning: An idea that is perceived as something new
in the field of education (Kopcha et al., 2015).
Technology integration: Involves seeing technology use in instruction not as a
separate subject, but as part of everyday practice enhancing teaching and learning
(Ertmer et al, 2001).
Professional identity: Personal identity related to career performance that
promotes self-adequacy and satisfaction (Trede, Macklin, & Bridges, 2012; Zembylas &
Chubbuck, 2015). Professional identities involve the beliefs and values with which
people define themselves (Barbarà-i-Molinero et al., 2017).
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Epistemologies: Where knowledge and beliefs intersect (Lunn, Walker, &
Mascadri, 2015).
Assumptions
To a greater extent than in years past, universities are promoting instructors’
desire to teach well and encourage the success of students. Instructors who have gone
through the professional development program at the Midwestern Tier 1 research
institution that was the focus of this study have engaged in course redesign in which
student-centered instruction and technology integration are central. I assumed that such
instructors had been exposed to new technologies, had these technologies available, and
had considered using them in their courses during the redesign process. Further, I
assumed that help in implementing technology was available for instructors and that any
potential technical issues were addressed by the support team. Moreover, I assumed that
the new technologies discussed within the professional development program challenged
the way in which instructors thought about teaching and that instructors found them
useful in reaching course objectives.
Scope and Delimitations
The scope of this study was a Tier 1 research institute located in the Midwestern
United States. This school, which is more than 100 years old, has a science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) focus, emphasizing engineering and agriculture as well as
business, science, health and human services, pharmacy, and education. The university
has established graduate programs (Redacted, 2017a).
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The instructors in this study were randomly selected as instructors who had
participated in the professional development program (Redacted, 2017b). For this
phenomenological study, six instructors were interviewed and selected from the total pool
of approximately 150 instructors who had completed the program. Instructors who had
not completed an entire iteration of the professional development program were excluded
from this study. The availability of instructors was a limitation for this qualitative study
in that instructors often have busy schedules.
The technology acceptance model was considered for this study, but the debate
surrounding how it neglects the innovation model and human and social processes made
it clear that it was not the best fit (Legris, Ingham, & Collerette, 2003). The technological
pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) framework was also considered, but it was
determined to be too large of a construct and not specific enough for the parameters of
this study (Brantley-Dias & Ertmer, 2013). Appropriate models for this study needed to
focus on how technology adoption happens and how beliefs concerning the use of
technology develop within the instructor.
Other universities whose demographics and emphasis on research are like those of
the Midwestern Tier 1 research university in this study may benefit from this study’s
results if they have professional development opportunity structures like the professional
development program examined. Leaders at such institutions might benefit from the
results and be able to transfer them to their setting. The most important component
ensuring transferability is targeting early adopters (Rogers, 2003).
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The results of this study may help shape how professional development is
conducted across research-centric universities. Results may also show whether
technology training is a motivating factor in instructors’ decisions to change how they
teach.
Limitations
Potential weaknesses of this study included my biases as the researcher, in that I
had spent a career invested in instructors’ professional development. This bias was
addressed by having the participating instructors describe their experiences in the
professional development program, instead of me making assumptions as to what might
have occurred. A further limitation of the study was the inability to address all the
concerns gathered from instructors. This limitation was addressed by sharing the results
of the study with the professional development program management team.
Threats to quality were possible if instructors did not actively participate in the
professional development program fully, if the redesign was incomplete, if instructors
decided not to teach the redesign, or if instructors were not assigned to teach the
redesigned class again. This threat was addressed by asking instructors questions before
the study to ensure that only instructors who had taught their redesigned course at least
one time took part in the study. Such individuals had to be willing to volunteer for the
project. I attempted to address any scheduling limitations by focusing on the transference
of what they may have learned into other courses that they have taught since the
professional development program.
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Significance
University leaders struggle with how to implement effective professional
development (Ebert-May et al., 2011). Examining the crucial link between belief and
practice is a significant step in learning how to implement change (Ertmer, Paul, Molly,
Eva, & Denise, 2014). In this study, taking instructors through their thought process in
how they formed their pedagogy helped them to understand how they arrived at where
they were as instructors (Seidman, 2013). I sought to guide them through self-reflection
and assist them in gaining a better understanding of their influences and thought
processes in why they taught the way they did (Seidman, 2013).
If designers of professional development can figure out how to influence how
instructors think about teaching, then there is potential to influence how courses are
taught. Implications for social change from an effort such as this one may be subtle at
first. However, a better understanding of how to help instructors learn and improve
continuously while they are teaching is something that everyone who has tried to
implement new technology or improve classroom instruction has sought after. The
professional development program could make itself better by focusing on activities that
instructors’ credit for helping them most. Individuals’ social identities as instructors are
shaped by watching others teach. Gradually, as instructors see more technology being
used in teaching and learning, they contribute to a culture of technology users. Helping
future instructors see technology used in a meaningful way can help them perceive more
educators as those who teach with technology (Ertmer et al., 2015; Zembylas &
Chubbuck, 2015).
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Summary
Traditionally, leaders of research-centered universities have not considered good
classroom practice to contribute to tenure (Deaker et al., 2016). This is beginning to
change at some universities, such as the Midwestern Tier 1 research institution that was
investigated for this study, which are implementing professional development
opportunities designed to assist instructors in redesigning their courses in a studentcentered way and introducing technology options. I explored whether the professional
development program was instrumental in changing the beliefs and culture of instructors
surrounding the courses that they addressed through the program. Because this
Midwestern university’s professional development program is used as a model by other
universities, understanding its influence on changing beliefs and teaching practice could
be instrumental in assisting cultural change across institutions.
Rogers’s diffusion of innovation theory and the SAED framework were used as
the framework for this study. Chapter 2 includes a review of the literature as it relates to
researchers, not instructors, change in professional development, beliefs and technology.
It also covers the integration and beliefs, linking emotions, beliefs as they relate to
technology integration, and beliefs versus practice.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore
instructors’ lived experiences and beliefs regarding teaching and technology integration
before, during, and after completion of a professional development program at a
Midwestern Tier 1 research institute. The desire was to find common themes across
participant experiences and identify whether specific activities promoted technology use.
The phenomenon was defined as the Midwestern Tier 1 research institution’s campus
course redesign program. The results of this study may inform the designers of
professional development, so that they can know which activities are most associated
with activities recommended as being the most useful in inspiring technology use by
instructors. Understanding the lived experiences of those who have been involved in the
course redesign process and how they think about it could be helpful to those seeking to
make the program better as well as more effective (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016).
The results of this study may inform the designers of professional development,
so that they can know which activities are most associated with activities recommended
as being the most useful in inspiring technology use by instructor. If instructors all point
to collaborating with technology-mindful peers as being the most inspiring experience
influencing them to teach with technology, more of such activities can be recommended
for future programs. If nothing is identified as inspiring more integration of technology, it
might be recommended to look for different, untried ways to introduce teaching with
technology. I employed a qualitative phenomenological study with six voluntary
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instructors who had participated in the professional development program in a series of
three interviews each, in which I examined their beliefs before, during, and after
participation in the same professional development opportunity.
In the literature review, I discuss how instructors at research-centric universities
have traditionally not been encouraged to teach well and to instead focus on their
research. Instructors at such institutions often leave the responsibility to teach their
classes to graduate students (Kane, Sandretto, & Heath, 2002). Many think research to be
the primary purpose of higher education and necessary for its future (Nygaard, 2017).
Within higher education, many make the assumption that the only teaching advice worth
listening to comes from peers within the same discipline and disregard research and
professional development opportunities related to best practices (Herckis, 2018; Thomas,
Chie, Abraham, Jalarajan Raj, & Beh, 2014).
A lack of administrative support and adequate equipment has inhibited technology
integration (Ashrafzadeh & Sayadian, 2015; Reid, 2014). Although they may experience
problems associated with the implementation of student-centric, technology-enhanced
teaching, self-efficacy has driven some instructors to have a personal passion for
teaching, developing a small culture of instructors who share ideas, though often without
institutional support (Tondeur et al., 2016). Research-centric universities such as the
university examined in this study have established professional development programs
for instructors to increase student learning and help students be more successful
(Redacted, 2017b).
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Instructors’ pedagogical beliefs remain the strongest indicator of how they will
teach (Ertmer et al., 2015). Instructors’ self-efficacy can indicate the likelihood that they
will use technology in their classroom (Ertmer et al., 2015). Beliefs have been shown to
change slowly (Derting et al., 2016). University instructors often have their own
perceptions of what “innovation in teaching and learning” means (Kopcha et al., 2015).
This chapter begins with an overview of the study’s problem statement, purpose,
literature search strategy, and conceptual framework, followed by the literature review.
Literature Search Strategy
The databases searched for this literature review were ProQuest, EBSCOhost,
Academic Search Premier, Mendeley online repository, Education Source, ERIC, and
Google Scholar. The following keywords were used in the literature search: technology
beliefs in higher education, beliefs and professional development, beliefs in higher
education, diffusion of innovation and instructional design, diffusion of innovation and
educational technology/professional development, instructor’s beliefs and emotions,
beliefs and emotions in higher education, and Rogers’s innovation theory and higher
education. Articles identified as having related content were used. I used the reference
sections of recent publications and dissertations to identify additional sources for the
review.
Conceptual Framework
The theories incorporated into the framework for this study were Rogers’s
diffusion of innovation theory and the SAED framework (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015).
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Rogers’s Diffusion of Innovation Theory
Rogers’s (2003) diffusion of innovation theory addresses the rate at which a new
technology is adopted within a group (Singh & Hardaker, 2014). It identifies attitudes
and beliefs about technology as an important component of the rate of diffusion or use
(Rogers, 2003). Rogers’s theory contains four main components: the innovation,
communication channels, time, and a social system.
The innovation. The innovation is the new practice that individuals are being
asked to adopt; in the context of this study, the innovations of interest were digital tools,
hardware, and software (Rogers, 2003). Innovations have different characteristics that
determine their rate of adoption, such as their perceived advantage for use and the user’s
perspective (Rogers, 2003; Singh & Mayer, 2014). If instructors believe that using a
digital tool is going to solve a problem that they are having, this will motivate them to
consider using the tool more than if they did not perceive an advantage. The
compatibility of the tool with what the instructor already knows is an important
contributor to the likelihood of use (Herckis, 2018; Rogers, 2003; Yuzhuo, 2017).
Communication channels. This aspect of innovation involves the potential
creation of a network of support for using the tool (Rogers, 2003). Communication
channels can develop when an experienced user assists a new user, or when a tutorial is
engaged in the form of a book, video, or television show (Rogers, 2003). Rogers (2003)
used the word homophily to describe the degree that two people have beliefs and lives in
common, and heterophily to describe differences between people. Communication
happens best between people who have more in common, or who are homophilous
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(Rogers, 2003). Often, though, technology training is provided by those who are
heterophilous with their audience, and communication issues can arise that can inhibit the
integration of innovation (Rogers, 2003).
Time. Time is significant in diffusion because individuals need time to process
new things, especially when change is the desired outcome (Rogers, 2003). Time is
measured in the diffusion of innovation as beginning when individuals acquire
knowledge of the innovation, are persuaded to feel favorably toward it, and then make a
decision to either adopt or reject it (Rogers, 2003). If individuals decide to adopt the
innovation, time continues to be measured when the innovation is used and they decide to
either reject it after use or continue to use it (Rogers, 2003).
A social system. The social system referred to in an innovation study is the
support structure that surrounds the individual using an innovation (Rogers, 2003).
Fellow instructors, support staff, and students may all constitute the social system that
can promote or impede the integration of innovation (Rogers, 2003).
Sustainability Education Academic Development Framework
The SAED framework is a new concept designed with the intent of predicting
whether the conditions are present for change to happen in education (Holdsworth &
Thomas, 2015). It includes sustainability education, academic development, and
organizational change.
Sustainability education. The need to reflect on how and why an instructor
teaches, identified as beliefs or pedagogy, is essential for adapting education with the
changing world. The whole person and the institution must constantly reflect on how and
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why curricula are taught (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015). They need to be open to
innovation and new methodologies that can help students succeed. Education is
transformed when one perspective is different than the common beliefs and a shift in
perspective and actions occur (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015).
For SAED to happen, instructors need to reflect on their instruction and have an
awareness of their pedagogy and how it links with their beliefs (Holdsworth & Thomas,
2015).
Academic development. Academic development or change is defined by
comparing a perspective with others as it relates to teaching and learning, beliefs, and
curriculum knowledge (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015). Consistent reflection is ideal for
continual improvement, with this process beginning with discussion and moving into
self-awareness, identifying alternatives, and then building a new action (Holdsworth &
Thomas, 2015). Organizations need also to evolve to accommodate and support this
change for it to be successful (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015).
For SAED to happen, individuals need to be continuous learners and be open to
change in instruction and participate in professional development (Holdsworth &
Thomas, 2015).
Organizational change. Changing an organization can only happen by including
instructors in the planning phases of promoting innovative changes in the curricula,
structure, and organization of a university (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015; Yuzhuo, 2017).
Understanding the culture that currently exists within a university is important because
changing culture can be very difficult (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015; Yuzhuo, 2017).
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Providing support as needed for changes to happen in teaching and learning areas has
been a challenge for research-centric universities, in that research is often where more
resources are earmarked (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015; Singh & Hardaker, 2014).
For SAED to occur, organizations must provide the strong leadership that is
necessary to support an evolving curriculum, involving all stakeholders in decisions
leading to change and being proactive in reducing resistance (Holdsworth & Thomas,
2015; Singh & Hardaker, 2014).
Sustainability educational praxis. The SAED framework indicates that for
change to happen, instructors and organizations need to be open to continuous change
and improvements by way of constant self-reflection through learning and challenging
beliefs (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015).
For this study, in which I sought to examine whether learning had taken place
after professional development as reflected by participants’ potentially changed beliefs
and integration of technology compared with their beliefs and technology use in teaching
and learning before trainings, these frameworks, used together, provided a necessary lens.
Rogers’s (2003) theory addresses many of the potential unknowns when examining
technology use by instructors, such as the support structure needed for integration,
communication with successful users after they are done with related professional
development, consideration of the social system, and the time needed to get to know and
adopt new technology. All these components must be considered before successful
adoption can be expected. The SAED framework helps to relate instructors’ beliefs and
pedagogy to how they teach (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015). It credits an instructor’s
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constant reflection for continual improvement, an openness to change, and organizational
support as necessary for change (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015). One could almost say
that Rogers’s framework covers the “hardware” needed while SAED covers the
“software.” Knowing about the technology is important, as is having a digital and
personal support structure, but unless instructors are willing to undergo continuous
reflection on their pedagogy, sustaining technological change will be difficult
(Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015). The SAED theory allows an instructor’s beliefs to be
examined, which was the central focus in this study, in which I asked how participation
in a professional development program changes the beliefs of instructors surrounding
technology integration. Rogers’s framework addresses individuals’ openness to using
new technology and change, which may indicate how quickly an instructor might respond
to the changing learning styles of 21st-century learners.
Literature Review
Many studies related to professional development focus on the K-12 world; few
happen in research-centric, STEM-focused universities. In a dissertation, Olmstead
(2016) looked at astronomy and physics faculty at a STEM university. Olmstead
reviewed several different types of training, such as workshops with lectures, small
groups, independent work, a large group with a closed discussion, and large workshops
with open discussions. She found that most of the workshops were lecture heavy with no
interaction and did little to promote lasting change in practice (Olmstead, 2016). For
courses in which a high number of students are enrolled, it can be more challenging to
change practices based on learning from professional development.
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In another study, Thomas et al. (2014) presented a literature review of peerreviewed studies related to professional development and used strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis to look for research gaps in the professional
development field. The authors found that some disciplines can become too focused on
teaching techniques and noted that instructors may assume that the only teaching advice
worth listening to comes from peers within the same discipline (Herckis, 2018; Thomas
et al., 2014)
Researchers who investigated professional development in STEM in higher
education reported that a program designed for postdoctoral scholars, called Faculty
Institutes for Reforming Science Teaching IV (FIRST), taught instructors who completed
it to be more student centered in their teaching than those who did not complete the
program, noting that participants were able to demonstrate student centeredness in their
teaching (Derting et al., 2016). They found that beliefs change slowly but have a direct
impact on how instructors teach (Derting et al., 2016). They validated their results with
external reviewers who came to the same conclusions (Derting et al., 2016). This study
helps to show that while research is limited in higher education related to professional
development, this area of research is beginning to grow, with findings consistent with
existing literature about beliefs and changing practice in the classrooms of higher
education. The research also shows that instructors were able to learn and possibly
change their beliefs through professional development programs and then change how
they taught (Derting et al., 2016).
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Yurtseven and Bademcioglu (2016) conducted a content analysis of research
related to professional development. They examined 60 studies conducted between 2005
and 2015 and found that most studies investigating professional development used case
studies with surveys, and most gathered data from between one and three or more sources
(Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). Most studies in the area used school teachers as their
sample pool, and most used descriptive analysis (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). The
authors of the studies that they examined recommended that more qualitative research be
conducted in the area of professional development among a wider population, and most
recommended that the field continue to be studied (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016).
This qualitative study contributed to filling the gap in the literature in using a higher
education pool, without a survey but with an interview process designed to examine the
evolution of beliefs (Seidman, 2013). Among the more controversial issues that
Yurtseven and Bademcioglu (2016) found were the ambiguities associated with
professional development. They discussed the role that instructors should play in
selecting what counts as professional development in their analysis (Yurtseven &
Bademcioglu, 2016). They questioned whether more positive results would come from
such training if instructors had an active role in selecting professional development
opportunities (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). They recommended that researchers in
future studies look at different aspects of professional development and noted that a deep
look at the dimensions of such programs might be useful (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu,
2016). They suggested that fewer case studies be conducted and that a wider range of
stakeholders be included (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). It is building on these
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concepts related to using fewer case studies to allow more depth of inquiry were used in
this study.
Researchers, Not Instructors
Instructors in higher education see themselves as researchers, not instructors,
some universities are trying to change this. University instructors are not rewarded for
teaching and promotion is usually tied to research (Deaker et al., 2016; Hassan, 2013;
Jawitz & Perez, 2016; Nygaard, 2017). Research is thought by many to be the primary
purpose of higher education and necessary for its future (Nygaard, 2017). Those who
focus on teaching risk compromising their careers and reputations in their field (Hassan,
2013). Instructors also often do not have the support or preparation in the art of teaching
(Hellmann, Paus, & Jucks, 2014). Instructors in higher education often see themselves as
researchers and topic experts and identify less as being teachers (Nicholls, 2001).
Universities that focus on research have historically been thought to invest less in
teaching students (Jawitz & Perez, 2015). Investing in good teaching is often considered
to be an indication of not taking research seriously in many research institutions of higher
education (Jawitz & Perez, 2015). A lack of respect for taking time to teach well is a part
of the culture (Jawitz & Perez, 2015). When given the choice to teach well or research
better, instructors often prefer research and some even consider teaching to be a “big
hassle” (Deaker et al., 2016; Van Schalkwyk, Leibowitz, Herman, & Farmer, 2015).
Universities generally do not convey how they desire instructors to balance their time
(Jawitz & Perez, 2015; Stupnisky, Hall, Daniels, & Mensah, 2017).
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Taking time to engage in professional development activities is considered
voluntary within the campus culture (Jawitz & Perez, 2015). The lack of attendance for
professional development opportunities offered on university campuses has been
attributed to the lack of financial gain and the lack of recognition for instruction and
effort (Hassan, 2013). Teaching is thought to be something anyone can do and not
something worth an additional time investment (Jawitz & Perez, 2015). Research
generates income for the university and fulfills institutional and national requirements
(Deaker et al., 2016). While higher education claims they care about teaching, their lack
of emphasis on its contributions towards tenure and advancement tell a conflicting story.
This difficult situation is something instructors must navigate.
Research is a familiar activity for instructors, something they need to be good at
to attain advancement and tenured positions at universities. The “publish or perish”
attitude is the culture in which instructors are accustomed (Nygaard, 2017). More
innovative instructors have discovered a way to combine good teaching with research
(Van Schalkwyk et al., 2015). All graduate fields prepare future instructors on how to
publish, few outside of education prepare instructors on how to teach. If instructors think
that anyone with a Ph.D. can teach, spending additional time learning how to teach is not
something they are going to be inclined to do (Deaker et al., 2016). The buy-in for
developing classroom instruction is difficult because the assumption is, instructors should
be trusted to teach without interference (McKenna & Boughey, 2014). Some researchcentric universities are beginning to provide incentives for instructors to spend time
reflecting on their teaching and improve student retention. However, many institutions
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that now offer teaching guidelines and professional development opportunities were
noted to refer to them as suggestions and did not hold instructors to follow them
(McKenna & Boughey, 2014). Skill in teaching is not usually discussed when promotions
are discussed, it is the number of publications that receives attention which sends
conflicting messages around what is valued within the departments (Van Schalkwyk et
al., 2015). This low status for teaching excellence in higher education is a barrier to
programs that promote teaching development (Hassan, 2013).
Of the five research-centric universities McKenna and Boughey investigated, all
had developed policies to assure better teaching and learning but none had changed how
instructors valued teaching and learning (2014). This conflicting message is prevalent
making instructors feel torn with conflicting messages and limited time (Van Schalkwyk
et al., 2015). Instructors are rewarded with tenure and recognition for publishing while
being told they need to devote time to become better instructors with little reward-related.
Student success in higher education has been linked to quality teaching supported by
effective professional development (Van Schalkwyk et al., 2015). Even though linking
good instruction with student success is known, higher education has been slow to
change.
There is a culture in higher education where research brings rewards, recognition,
funding, and tenure for instructors. Research-driven universities have traditionally
viewed teaching as an extra responsibility, almost as a distraction from their research, and
have not factored in classroom success with tenure (Deaker et al., 2016; Van Schalkwyk
et al., 2015). Instructors have limited time and competing agencies for their attention as
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they move up the ranks in higher education, spending time learning how to improve their
teaching has been viewed as unnecessary for attaining tenure or success in higher
education (Van Schalkwyk et al., 2015). This is beginning to change (Deaker et al.,
2016). This study helps identify if this trend for change has happened at the selected
Midwestern university.
Change and Professional Development
Currently, there are a growing number of research-centric institutions promoting
teaching and learning. Some have developed policies and even programs offering
incentives to motivate instructors to improve student retention and grades. Even though
the ability to teach does not often help instructors receive tenure some have still managed
to invest in their abilities to teach by engaging in professional development designed to
help them be better instructors (Jawitz & Perez, 2015; Van Schalkwyk et al., 2015). Peer
learning in content-specific areas, as well as time off to participate in professional
development, were motivating factors in a study involving teachers (Lucilio, 2009).
Barriers still exist especially around integrating technology (Brinkerhoff, 2006; Hsu,
2016). The lack of administrative support and adequate equipment have inhibited
technology integration (Ashrafzadeh & Sayadian, 2015; Reid, 2014). Early adopters often
just replaced current practices with technology and cited the lack of support and training
for their remedial use (Ertmer et al., 2015). Nevertheless, instructors commented when
they used technology in their teaching students were more engaged, energetic, focused,
and interactive in the learning process (Overbaugh & Lu, 2009). But, little support is
provided in many institutions (Brinkerhoff, 2006). Conflicting messages were noted by
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Jawitz and Perez (2015) in their research around career advancement criteria and the
public messages related to teaching and learning. They found the instructors who
invested in their professional development in classroom instruction had their agenda
which included a personal passion for teaching and learning (Jawitz & Perez, 2015).
McConnell, Parker, Eberhardt, Koehler, and Lundeberg (2013) found creating
virtual and face-to-face learning communities an effective method to share ideas, articles,
practical solutions, and develop professional friendships as reported by instructor’s
participants. Initiating changes in practice, however, are more difficult even with
established learning communities since barriers such as perception and beliefs influence
change most (Reid, 2014). Self-efficacy has driven some instructors to have a personal
passion for teaching, developing a small culture of instructors who share ideas but
without institutional support (Tondeur et al., 2016).
Change is happening slowly as some innovators are leading the way for others,
even in the STEM fields in higher education. Well respected instructors from wellesteemed universities such as Eric Mazur, a physics professor at Harvard University, are
making an impression by speaking and writing about how he has started using studentcentric strategies in his classes (Mazur, 2015). Research-centric universities such as the
university examined have established professional development programs for instructors
to increase student learning and help students be more successful (Redacted, 2017b).
EDUCAUSE’s 2014 study of instructors related to their views about information
technology found most instructors were open to the idea of professional development
related to technology use in instruction. The online learning environments, digital
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analytics, and the desire to be more effective instructors were cited as some of their key
reasons (Dahlstrom & Brooks, 2014). EDUCAUSE’s 2015 study of the same topic
showed even more support for professional development related to technology by noting
their technology use as being more “sophisticated”. Central support units were noted as
being the primary provider of training related to using technology for teaching and
learning and received positive feedback from instructors (Dahlstrom, 2015).
Research into what kind of professional development works best is still hard to
identify. There is a huge range of programs. Some programs focus on pedagogy, some on
practice, and others on content (Kennedy, 2016). Some of the research on professional
development suggests it is a process that should be continued throughout an instructor’s
entire professional life (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). Professional development
programs are often criticized for focusing too much on processes and too little on
theoretical frameworks (Kennedy, 2016). Little time has been spent assessing
professional development workshops or investigating how well they engage instructors
(Olmstead & Turpen, 2016). The more instructors participate in professional
development, the research shows, the more student-centric their orientation becomes (de
Vries, Jansen, & van de Grift, 2013). Instructors with more professional development in
higher education tend to have more self-efficacy compared with instructors with less
training (Derting et al., 2016). Nevertheless, using what they have learned when they
have attended professional development, over time, has proven to be more difficult for
instructors (Olmstead & Turpen, 2016).
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Reflection and collaboration with peers for professional development is a crucial
but missing element in traditional higher education (Leigh, 2016; Nicholls, 2001).
Programs shown to have more of a lasting benefit are ones that provide for follow-up and
collective participation (Kennedy, 2016). Providing an environment where instructors
members can collaborate, learn, and reflect with colleagues is an important component in
professional development in higher education (Leigh, 2016; Nicholls, 2001).
Collaboration has also been noted to be an important component in contributing to a
positive work environment and enjoyment in their careers (Stupnisky et al., 2017).
Instructors need to understand why they do what they do and how to change how their
students think (Nicholls, 2001). Instructors create better learning communities when they
participate in one themselves (Borko, 2004). Establishing feedback loops with colleagues
where trust is established and regular communication happens is critical in assessing
teaching strategies (Borko, 2004). Chichering and Gamson (1991) site an undergraduate
education’s purpose is to prepare students to understand and deal intelligently with
modern life. They credit good practice to include student-instructor contact, cooperation
among students, active learning, prompt feedback, time on task, high expectations, and
diverse talents as necessary in getting this done (Chickering & Gamson, 1991).
Interaction with their peers to review and reflect on what works is an important
component as well as an understanding of how learning communities work by
participation in one of their own, is a strategy that helps instructors improve teaching.
Interacting with their peers has been noted to be an important component in professional
development working is supported by the research by Herckis (2018). She found that an
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instructor’s identity contributes to how they teach and how they see themselves as
instructors can be a barrier to change (Herckis, 2018). She noted higher education
instructors in her study fit into one of two groups, the fixed-mindset, and the fixedgrowth mindset in her research (Herckis, 2018). The fixed-growth mindset instructors
were open to new ideas and felt that teaching was a skill that can be improved upon
(Herckis, 2018). The fixed-mindset did not believe teaching can be taught but only
improved through personal experience and often disregarded the research in the area
(Herckis, 2018). Both groups tried to replicate inspirational teaching if it fit in how they
identified as instructors showing that collaboration with peers to be one way to
potentially inspire change in practice most likely to work for many instructors (Herckis,
2018). Other studies also support the importance of coaching or mentor relationships
within departments as being a great way to facilitate change by collaboration with peers
(Desimone & Pak, 2017).
Continual examination of professional development programs needs to happen to
identify what parts are having the greatest positive impact on student learning (Derting et
al., 2016; Olmstead & Turpen, 2016; Roxå & Mårtensson, 2016) Research on
professional development programs found that instructors in K12 recognized learning
from their peers as a regular part of their day (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). This
leads to questioning if this can be true in higher education where teaching schedules and
research projects would be less likely to coordinate with peers. Olmstead and Turpen
(2016) in their study of professional development, suggest that instructors be taught how
to reflect and evaluate their teaching by drawing on support from a community of
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educators at their universities. This might assist instructors in continuous improvement
and provide the support they need to retain new practices.
Roxa and Martensson (2016) suggest universities share the rationale for why such
activities happening within professional development are recommended in the program.
Being transparent on why some practices have value might help inform instructors as to
the personal value in participation (Roxå & Mårtensson, 2016). Instructors then might
have the perception of choosing the activity themselves instead of being required which
can help them have a more receptive attitude when participating (Roxå & Mårtensson,
2016).
Traditionally, some universities have valued research over teaching creating a
culture with less emphasis on investing time on good teaching practice when that time
could be spent on research, a criterion often required for tenure (Van Schalkwyk et al.,
2015). Despite this, however, some instructors are actively looking to improve student
success and have looked to professional development opportunities to invest in their
teaching. Integrating technology has been found to increase student motivation and
increase student success but fighting the culture of little support for non-research
activities has made this change challenging (Ertmer et al., 2015). Personal passions for
teaching have begun to change the traditional research-centric university. Changing the
culture around teaching in higher education appears to be key in inspiring more
instructors to take this leap into learning how to teach well. Professional development is
one way many are hoping to initiate a change in culture. Identifying what works within
professional development programs was a key component in this study.
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Beliefs
Understanding the formation of pedagogy and how it influences an instructor's
career is important. It begins with beliefs. What an instructor knows is not always an
indicator of how they teach (Garson, Bourassa, & Odgers, 2016; Jamalzadeh &
Shahsavar, 2015; Skott, 2015). Beliefs indicate future decisions and are a judgment of
truth (Ashton, 2015). Long term student-driven programs are thought to be successful in
changing beliefs (Ashton, 2015). Several things can predict if an instructor will act on
their beliefs (Ashton, 2015). Their beliefs about knowledge, parents, and student’s
reactions to teaching practices, the belief culture they live in, and national policies can all
predict the balance between beliefs and actions (Ashton, 2015). Short term experiences
are not enough to change beliefs (Ashton, 2015). Beliefs and practices influence each
other. It is possible to not always consciously recognize an individual’s personal beliefs
while teaching (Hoffman & Seidel, 2015). An instructor's pedagogical beliefs are the
strongest indicator of how they will teach (Ertmer et al., 2015). Their self-efficacy can
indicate the likelihood of an instructor to use technology in their classroom (Ertmer et al.,
2015).
Beliefs can be held in isolation and independent of how an individual teaches.
While beliefs can be changed, it often takes long term experiences, a change in the
culture around them, or a change in national policies to influence a person's beliefs. The
question remains though if the behavior is not always consistent with beliefs, do beliefs
matter?
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Scott’s (2015) research about beliefs and pedagogy showed beliefs have been
viewed as an obstacle to change. Beliefs predict behavior and trying to change or reform
education is hindered when beliefs have not changed (Skott, 2015). Beliefs which are
different from values, appear resistant to change (Skott, 2015). They are rooted in
personal experiences such as how a person was taught, personal lives, and their education
program (Skott, 2015). Beliefs have different functions, some guide actions, some filter
information, and experiences (Skott, 2015). They influence how instructors design their
course materials (Dandy & Bendersky, 2014). They may choose to follow a purchased
format, work with instructional designers, use content from another instructor, or try to
create something on their own, all based on what they believe is best for their class. Skott
(2015) felt focusing more on education reform instead of trying to change beliefs, would
be easier. Even though teachers often teach in ways that do not align with their beliefs,
this is generally seen when they are changing practices to better align with beliefs, in the
transition phase (Buehl & Beck, 2015).
How these beliefs are formed and change throughout a career is important to
investigate as well as looking at the influences their colleagues have, their experiences as
a student, and their own experiences in front of the classroom all influence beliefs and
practices. Beliefs change first and then after a time, begin to influence a change in
practice (Buehl & Beck, 2015). Instructors may not consciously recognize their beliefs
while teaching (Hoffman & Seidel, 2015). Beliefs are on a continuum where some are
subject to rapid and frequent evolution while others are not (Hoffman & Seidel, 2015).
Instructors often inaccurately calibrate their own beliefs and tend not to notice their own
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biases (Garson et al., 2016). Personal epistemologies also do not always align with how
an instructor teaches (Lunn et al., 2015). Experiencing pre-teacher courses especially
methodology courses, influences epistemology but it is unclear what part of these courses
promotes changes (Lunn et al., 2015).
Developing a professional identity happens through community membership and
becoming a part of the culture in which they reside (Barbarà-i-Molinero et al., 2017;
Trede et al., 2012). Beliefs reflect the individual like a lens reality is filtered through,
while knowledge is related to the community (Donovan, Borda, Hanley, & Landel, 2015;
Vygotsky, 1978). Trede et al.’s (2012) research concluded that once a person becomes a
professional, they start to accumulate knowledge and skills like their peers. This sets
them apart from those not in their field which creates a professional identity linking them
to their peers and profession (Barbarà-i-Molinero et al., 2017; Trede et al., 2012).
Therefore, being a member of the profession becomes a part of their identity (Trede et
al., 2012). Instructors just beginning their careers who are new to a university are then
potentially still creating their professional identities and maybe most open to technology
use.
For higher education instructors who have not had pre-teacher classes or an
opportunity to develop a personal epistemology outside of their personal experiences as a
student, the culture created with colleagues might have more of an influence on their
professional identity and beliefs. It would also increase the likelihood of instructors
teaching the way they were taught if this fits within the culture of similar professionals.
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This study attempted to identify what influences created the participant’s beliefs and
pedagogy in the classroom.
Technology Integration and Beliefs
Beliefs determine how an instructor interprets and responds to the world by
providing the filter all people look through (Watt & Richardson, 2015). Many of the
beliefs a person has are ones a person may not be aware they have (Watt & Richardson,
2015). Three beliefs have been attributed to be the best predictors of technology use in
instructors: pedagogical beliefs, self-efficacy, and a perception of the value of technology
use for students (Hsu, 2016). Many hoped changes would happen to beliefs through the
gradual technology integration happening organically in education but this has generally
not been the case (Ertmer et al., 2015). The thought was that by integrating technology
more, it would expose instructors to a different way of teaching and learning which
should help the innovation grow (Donovan et al., 2015; Ertmer et al., 2015). However,
they failed to consider the time it takes for drastic change to occur as well as the many
variables involved with change (Ertmer et al., 2015). Beliefs have been shown to change
slowly (Derting et al., 2016). University instructors often have a perception of what
“innovation in teaching and learning” mean (Kopcha et al., 2015). For some instructors,
simply using PowerPoint counts as “innovative technology use”, while others define
“innovative technology” as student-centric interaction with content. Without a universal
and clear definition of what “innovation in teaching and learning” means, unintended
consequences of personal interpretation of the term will happen (Kopcha et al., 2015).
Instructors note, in a 2016 study, the lack of confidence as well as the lack of conviction
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of the advantages in using technology still stand in the way of wide-spread use (Teo &
Zhou). It is increasingly the online or blended instructors, who teach hybrid courses both
in-person and face-to-face are becoming more reliant on digital innovations to support
teaching and learning (Brown, 2016). Truly blending instruction may involve belief
change for instructors. Instructors who are not comfortable using technology may not
understand the benefits of the blended format and may try to replicate the face-to-face
classroom in the online environment (Brown, 2016).
Newer instructors are usually more open to using technology related to teaching
and learning since they often have constructivist views and teach in a more studentcentric way compared to traditional styles of those with more experience (Ertmer et al.,
2015; Teo & Zhou, 2016). Several studies have shown instructors who are more
traditional in their beliefs often use more instructor-centered technologies while more
constructivist instructors tend to use more student-centered technologies (Ertmer et al.,
2015). Having experienced a technology rich learning as students are attributed to
contributing to positive beliefs about how technology can contribute to student learning
(Salleh, 2016). Researchers have found several factors to predict teacher’s use of
technology in teaching such as their personal beliefs about teaching. Instructors with
constructivist views were more apt to accept teaching with technology as opposed to
those with traditional views (Teo & Zhou, 2016). Also, the longer an instructor teaches,
the more traditional their views seem, and less likely they are to teach using technology
(Teo & Zhou, 2016). The biggest predictors of technology used by an instructor were
noted to be usefulness, high self-efficacy, and student expectations but it is their beliefs
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and the culture in which they work that are the key components (Ertmer et al., 2015;
Sadaf, Newby, & Ertmer, 2016; Salleh, 2016; Tondeur et al., 2016).
It has been found that beliefs can and do change over time but some beliefs seem
resistant to change, especially early beliefs that have been reinforced (Levin, 2015).
Learning more about if, how, when, and why changes occur in instructor’s beliefs are
important for further research (Levin, 2015). Showing instructors what technology
integration looks like is one of the best ways to support change (Ertmer et al., 2015).
Instructors who see their peers using technology or implementing a change have been
widely successful in promoting change (Ertmer et al., 2015). Some have found they could
help create a culture of technology integration and innovative attitudes about learning by
promoting successful professional development programs (Ebert-May et al., 2015). They
were even successful when only a limited number of instructors engaged in a two-year
activity (Ebert-May et al., 2015). Learning to develop a collective efficacy could help
such success spread through entire departments and even across schools (TschannenMoran, Salloum, & Goddard, 2015).
The longer an instructor teaches, the more established their styles become, and if
they have not begun to teach with technology as an integrated tool when they begin, the
less likely they will believe such tools are necessary for success. Beliefs can change but
this takes time and the culture in which an instructor resides can contribute to future
success in technology integration. This study explored if beliefs can be changed and
technology use increased after the professional development program.
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Linking Emotions, Beliefs, and Technology Integration
A conflict between technology using students and technology avoidant instructors
has created a frustrating experience for instructors and a lack of stimulation for students
(Berger, 2017). Passively learning content by just listening to lecture and recording
content is changing as students are visually disengaging, motivating some instructors to
try a more active learning platform (Berger, 2017). But, while some instructors have
chosen to adapt to using technology in their teaching others have not been as adventurous
and some even prohibit its use (Berger, 2017). The lack of technology use in higher
education classrooms correlates with lower technology skills by the instructor and their
beliefs related to if they believe using technology supports learning (Berger, 2017; Salleh,
2016). Salleh (2016) found an instructor’s personal belief related to the use of technology
tools related to teaching and learning had more of an influence on their attitude towards
use than social norms.
How or if an instructor reacts to a failing student is influenced by their emotions
and beliefs (Gill & Hardin, 2015). Some instructors believe that student’s abilities are
fixed and cannot change while others believe abilities are malleable (Gill & Hardin,
2015; Herckis, 2018). These beliefs translate into hope for the instructor who believes all
students can learn while the other instructor’s beliefs can lead to apathy when they do not
think all students can learn (Gill & Hardin, 2015). It is argued that instructors beliefs,
knowledge, and practice are guided by their beliefs (Jamalzadeh & Shahsavar, 2015).
Instructors pedagogical beliefs about using technology as a tool for teaching and learning
are some of the strongest predictors for use (Ertmer et al., 2015; Tondeur et al., 2016).
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Instructors past experiences and emotional attachments are also a strong predictor of use
(Jamalzadeh & Shahsavar, 2015; Teo & Zhou, 2016). Instructors with instructor-centric
or apathetic beliefs, do not view technology as essential to learning (Tondeur et al.,
2016). Prior negative experiences and false beliefs can also influence behavior. A
negative belief related to experience can become an irrational belief even when the
situation has changed such as the case with technology infrastructure and equipment
reliability (Ozer & Akgun, 2015). A bad experience with technology in the classroom can
create a difficult obstacle to overcome in getting that instructor to try teaching with
technology again. It has been determined that beliefs, context, and personal knowledge
drive an instructor’s decision on how to teach (Donovan et al., 2015; Jamalzadeh &
Shahsavar, 2015). A false perception can cause barriers to success and a negative
emotional inference can be projected onto technology use (Ozer & Akgun, 2015).
It is emotions that are credited with making the connection between beliefs and
behavior (Guinea & Markus, 2009). Teo and Zhou (2016) said an instructor’s attitude
was central to success in technology integration. Beliefs are fueled by emotions (Gill &
Hardin, 2015). Every time an instructor interacts with a student they have an emotional
experience (Rubie-Davies, 2015). Instructors who had experienced success in the past
were more open to using the technology again, those who have not experienced success
were more resistant (Teo & Zhou, 2016). Beliefs relate to what some individual thinks to
be “good” and “bad” and initiating the appropriate emotional response (Zembylas &
Chubbuck, 2015). When a belief is formed from an emotional experience it becomes
more difficult to change (Zembylas & Chubbuck, 2015). When a belief is formed from an
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emotional experience it becomes more difficult to change (Zembylas & Chubbuck,
2015). Negative experiences drive a stronger emotional response even when the situation
has changed, the negative emotions and beliefs can predispose an instructor towards
failure they may cause themselves (Ozer & Akgun, 2015). Another failed technology
experience can cause an irrational belief and prejudice, dominating their beliefs (Ozer &
Akgun, 2015).
An instructor’s emotional state at the time of technology use can also predict
success as well as their willingness to try new things (Darban & Polites, 2016). Negative
emotions such as anger have been shown to inhibit an instructor’s willingness to learn but
emotions such as excitement enhance their willingness to learn (Darban & Polites, 2016).
When an individual’s identity is related to that belief, change can be even more
difficult (Zembylas & Chubbuck, 2015). An instructor’s identity comes from more than
the individual. Zembylas and Chubbuck (2015) found it comes from the culture and
community of practice. Being mindful of an instructor’s emotional state and culture could
influence how effective professional development might be. By being sensitive to others
emotional well-being can make others more compassionate (Jazaieri et al., 2014).
Negative emotions related to professional development are not uncommon (Christesen &
Turner, 2014). If an instructor has a negative attitude about a training session, they are
less likely to implement or change anything presented (Christesen & Turner, 2014).
Instructors need to be involved in the learning process and see changes as relevant
before they will consider altering how they teach (Christesen & Turner, 2014). If they do
decide to implement a change such as a new technology, instructors who saw an increase
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in student learning because of the implementation experienced more self-efficacy and
positive emotions (Christesen & Turner, 2014). Instructors having more self-efficacy has
been related to more innovative teaching, more technology use, and enhanced student
motivation (Ertmer et al., 2015; Watt & Richardson, 2015). Self-determination has been
linked to self-efficacy (Watt & Richardson, 2015). For an instructor to have self-efficacy
they need to feel valued, have the coping strategies to deal with their profession, and have
cultural support in teaching in a student-centric way (Watt & Richardson, 2015).
Individuals avoid situations they believe are beyond their abilities and gravitate towards
environments where they are likely to succeed (Siwatu & Chesnut, 2015). When
instructors unsuccessfully try something new and it fails they often begin to have selfefficacy doubts especially when they are new or are trying something for the first time
(Siwatu & Chesnut, 2015).
The collision of emotions and beliefs may be an indicator of why technology
integration can be a challenge for many instructors. If an instructor has ever had a
negative experience with technology, with technical support, infrastructure, or with a tool
not working as it should, this could cause negative emotions, triggering negative beliefs,
creating prejudice, and discourage use. Over-coming such experiences will take time and
will need to be countered with positive experiences. An instructor’s identity, as well as
the identity of the department, can also predict success with a change in practice and
success in technology implementation. If a department is one whose culture dictates one
way of acceptable teaching, it will be harder for an instructor to be different and still fit in
as a colleague. This study attempted to understand if negative experiences with
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technology and their professional culture have influenced them and how this has
influenced their beliefs about teaching.
Beliefs Versus Practice
Instructors need to believe they are responsible for student learning before they
will find the need to change practices to match beliefs (Buehl & Beck, 2015). If beliefs
are not considered, change in practice will be obstructed (Fives, Lacatena, & Gerard,
2015). The research is showing that when an instructor’s practice does not align with
belief, their beliefs may be in flux (Buehl & Beck, 2015). Their practices may not yet
have had time to reflect their change in beliefs (Buehl & Beck, 2015). Change in
behavior is a process and it takes time to occur (Hou & Wilder, 2015). This would
account for the broad range of differences shown in the literature indicating the different
stages of flux. If this is true, a great time to investigate how beliefs change is after
participating in professional development opportunities, especially in longitudinal studies
that may be able to show this change over time (Buehl & Beck, 2015).
Instructors can also be resistant to change (Fives et al., 2015). Researchers need to
remember that changes in practice can be temporary and lasting changes in practice occur
slowly (Derting et al., 2016; Levin, 2015). The more self-efficacy an instructor has
usually meant they have experienced more training related to teaching and are more open
to change (Derting et al., 2016). Having high self-efficacy means an instructor is better at
meeting the needs of their students, they prepare more for class and adjust their
expectations to meet their students (Rubie-Davies, 2015). Professional development
needs to include experiences that allow instructors to observe, reflect, exhibit self-
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efficacy and experience new things that support why change is needed (Fives et al., 2015)
Taking the time to reflect on their beliefs, values, and expectations related to how they
should teach is a valuable component in initiating a teaching philosophy, something
instructors outside of the education field seldom learn to do (Yeom, Miller, & Delp,
2018). This should allow instructors time to think about the university’s vision and
mission and how that aligns with their department and then with their classroom
instruction (Yeom et al., 2018).
Faulkner (2015) found that the technology choices instructors generally make are
related to their comfort level with the technologies. His study found significant
differences between age and gender. Also, there was not one single variable that
predicted technology use but a multitude of factors (Faulkner, 2015). He concluded that
instructors beliefs and technology preferences should be considered when professional
development opportunities are planned (Faulkner, 2015). Perhaps a good way to begin
might be to find out what technology they are currently using and see if they could adapt
a tool for teaching and learning that they already know.
Barriers to change can discourage instructors to try to change. Issues such as
administrative structure, technical expertise, student support, access, and evaluations of
effectiveness have been noted to be barriers for technology integration (Reid, 2014). Not
having a tenure track appointment or the recognition tenured faculty are more likely to
receive is another barrier that can lead to uncommitted instructors and a diminished
campus climate (Ott & Cisneros, 2015). Trainers need to realize instructors can have
multiple beliefs at the same time, inhibiting change (Fives et al., 2015). If an instructor
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does not believe they can implement change, or if they believe they do not have the
support, they will resist (Fives et al., 2015). The climate within a department can dictate
if a change is likely as well as university politics (Barnes, Fives, & Dacey, 2015).
Instructors who have participated in learning communities with instructors who teach in
similar subjects have indicated they were extremely helpful in planning and sharing
resources for even large enrollment courses (Elliott et al., 2016). Trying to overcome the
challenges alone can be a barrier to success. Support for such programs is vital to their
success by departments and instructors (Elliott et al., 2016).
Higher education instructors who teach at research-centric institutions face
pressure to produce research (Deaker et al., 2016). Traditions within fields often create
the culture in higher education departments and this can be a deterrent for trying
something new (Deaker et al., 2016). Traditionally, having a Ph.D. is considered enough
evidence of competency in teaching in many fields (Deaker et al., 2016). It is not
uncommon for instructors to blame students for not being prepared instead of examining
their teaching (Deaker et al., 2016). When research is rewarded and teaching is not,
instructors are often not interested in participating in professional development focusing
on teaching (Deaker et al., 2016).
The emotional link to beliefs is also a barrier that must be considered. If using
technology correlates to a negative response, professional development opportunities
related to technology may be met with resistance. Professional development designers
need to consider former negative experiences related to technology use. There may be
multiple negative issues inhibiting use such as the lack of support or even the perceived
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lack of support or the idea of using technology as a tool in the classroom makes little
difference in student success. Interviewing instructors about their time before, during, and
after their professional development at the selected university, may give an emotional
insight into how they felt about the program which could shed insight in their likelihood
to integrate anything learned into their classroom. Researchers have found that
professional development does not always work to change anything related to classroom
instruction (Herckis, 2018). The importance of an instructor’s culture, beliefs, and their
own experiences in the classroom can all influence their openness to teach with
technology (Derting et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2014). While some programs have
shown some success over time, figuring out what works may help to inform future
training (Derting et al., 2016). Debate surrounds discussions related to how much
autonomy instructors should have when selecting professional development and if
teaching skills should contribute towards tenure (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016).
Yurtseven and Bademcioglu (2016) recommended future studies look at different aspects
of professional development so that a deep look at the dimensions of such programs
might be useful. This study attempted to contribute to this gap.
Summary and Conclusions
Instructors come into the world of higher education generally with a strong
understanding of how research is conducted and published. Universities that emphasize
research value publication for promotion and tenure. More of an emphasis is being placed
on student success in higher education and instructors expect student success in the class.
Instructors generally are not taught how to teach (Nicholls, 2001). Traditionally, this
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emphasis was considered not important but this is beginning to change. With the
introduction of technology into the world of teaching and learning, instructors are finding
that they need more professional development. Change agents in higher education have
found that to change practice an instructor’s beliefs need to be acknowledged. Beliefs do
not always correlate with how an instructor teaches (Tondeur et al., 2016). This change in
how an instructor teaches has been shown to take time. Barriers to technology integration
can stem from a lack of support to a history of unsuccessful attempts at using technology
in the classroom. Those who provide professional development for instructors need to
know which specific activities lead to results. Currently, some things seem to work and
other things do not. Some instructors are open, while others are not (Herckis, 2018). Most
studies in the area used school teachers as their sample pool and most used a descriptive
analysis type (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). The studies examined recommended
more qualitative research be conducted in the area of professional development among a
wider population and most of the studies recommended the field continued to be studied
(Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). This qualitative study contributes to filling the gap
since it proposes using a higher education pool, without a survey but with an interview
process that is designed to examine the evolution of beliefs (Seidman, 2013).Working to
provide the best opportunities and promote a positive culture surrounding technology use
in the classroom is what this study contributes to the body of literature in addressing this
gap.
Chapter 3 will present the research design and rationale of the study, the
methodology used, procedures for data collection, and a data analysis plan.
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Chapter 3: Research Method
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore
instructors’ lived experiences and beliefs on teaching and technology integration before,
during, and after completion of a professional development program at a Midwestern Tier
1 research institute. The results of this study may inform the designers of professional
development, so that they can know which activities are most associated with activities
recommended as being the most useful in inspiring technology use by instructors. If
instructors all point to collaborating with technology-mindful peers as being the most
inspiring for them to teach with technology, more of such activities can be recommended
for future programs. If nothing is identified as inspiring more integration of technology, it
might be recommended to look for different, untried ways to introduce teaching with
technology. I employed a qualitative phenomenological study with six voluntary
instructors who had participated in a specific professional development program. Study
participants took part in a series of three interviews each that examined their beliefs
before, during, and after participation in the same professional development opportunity.
In this chapter, I begin with an overview of the research design and rationale and
proceed to descriptions of the phenomenological tradition, my role as the researcher,
methodology and size, procedures for data collection, data analysis, trustworthiness,
credibility, dependability, and ethical procedures.
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Research Design and Rationale
Primary question: How has participation in a professional development program
changed the beliefs of instructors surrounding technology integration in how they
respond to the learning styles of 21st-century learners?
Subquestion: How have lived experiences changed the beliefs of instructors after
participation in a professional development program toward how they teach 21st-century
learners?
This was a phenomenological study using a series of three interviews conducted
with six instructors at a Midwestern university who had undergone course redesign
through the professional development program, totaling 18 interviews. The first interview
covered participants’ educational experiences before going through the professional
development program, the second covered their experiences during the professional
development program, and the third covered their teaching experiences after a
professional development program. These instructors agreed to be involved in research
related to a professional development program and were regularly surveyed along with
their students.
According to Padilla-Diaz (2015), phenomenological researchers need to be able
to construct meaning within their world. Understanding the context of their comments is
crucial for proper analysis (Padilla-Díaz, 2015). Using the three-interview strategy is a
good way to understand this context (Seidman, 2013). The first interview involves
reviewing beliefs before the phenomena, the second is about the phenomena, and the
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third is about any changes in beliefs and practices due to the phenomena (Seidman,
2013).
Other approaches such as case study were considered, but because it was
individuals’ experience of the professional development program, not just their stories,
that was the focal point of this study, the phenomenological approach was a better fit
(Moustakas, 1994). Phenomenology is best used when an experience is being
investigated as it was experienced by the participants (Creely, 2016). Phenomenology is
effective for studying how beliefs are acquired through experience (Moustakas, 1994).
The desire is to find themes within participants’ experiences and identify whether specific
activities promote technology use or contribute to belief change.
In selecting instructors to participate in this study, I sought the earliest
participants in the professional development program first, starting with those who took
part in 2011 and moving up the list to the most recent participants. Instructors were
selected in this manner so that they would have had the most time to integrate what they
had learned. Additionally, I sought early innovators who had helped to create a culture
for change. This group of instructors was a random selection who self-identified as
wanting to participate in the study. The management team of the professional
development program permitted me to reach out to these instructors to participate in this
study on a volunteer basis. Most of the research conducted by the university on the
professional development program has been mostly quantitative with digital surveys;
there have been fewer qualitative research projects completed to date. The entire pool of
participants had grown to 312 instructors at the time of this study. Only those who had
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taught the class that they redesigned at least once were eligible to participate. They were
given a survey outlining the criteria for inclusion in the study before being interviewed.
This study may help in identifying which activities influence beliefs, which may
assist in the design of more effective professional development programs that ultimately
increase the use of technology in teaching and learning. This study may address a gap in
initiating change in the classroom. Short-term experiences are generally used to motivate
change (Ashton, 2015). The history of research into belief change has shown that making
change happen is a long and complex task (Ashton, 2015).
While qualitative research is the most common in investigations of professional
development, interviews and surveys are the most common tools for data collection
(Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016). Of the 60 studies that Yurtseven and Bademcioglu
(2016) reviewed, none used the three-survey approach that allows for phenomena to be
isolated (Seidman, 2013). A quantitative approach was rejected because I sought to
discover the essence of the experience undergone by the instructors. Simply quantifying
already-prepared survey questions does not allow an investigation to be driven by the
story of the experience. This made qualitative inquiry the best vehicle to examine this
phenomenon.
Phenomenological Tradition
The qualitative tradition that was best suited to this study of belief change in
instructors involved comparing interviews in a phenomenological study. The
phenomenological method was appropriate for this study because each person’s narrative
and feelings provided insight into the related phenomenon, and phenomenological
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research made this possible (Yuksel & Yildirim, 2015). Phenomenology is best used
when experiences are being investigated as they were experienced by the participants
(Creely, 2016). Phenomenology is effective for a study of how beliefs are acquired
through an experience (Moustakas, 1994).
According to Moustakas (1994), when Husserl first proposed phenomenology as a
qualitative methodology, he claimed that it involved the examination of what was
perceived as a blending of perception with reality. Investigating perception frees
researchers from assumptions (Husserl, 1931). It is the essence of the shared experience
that phenomenology is designed to find (Merriam, 1998). It is the blending of what is real
with what is perceived (Moustakas, 1994). A true understanding of experience is what
researchers conducting phenomenological inquiry strive to attain (Moustakas, 1994). This
is done by allowing the phenomena to speak through the interpretations of participants
and allowing them to create their structure of the event (Moustakas, 1994). When
conducting phenomenological research, researchers need to understand and block any
biases or prejudices they may have and continually refer to the essence of the experience
instead of their thoughts about the experience or the interviews (Merriam & Tisdell,
2015). Researchers can use imaginative variation, or the ability to view the phenomena
from the perspective of those being interviewed (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
I attempted to reflect the traditions of phenomenological inquiry by asking those
interviewed to delve deeper into their feelings and beliefs related to why they taught the
way they did and what their influences had been.
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Role of the Researcher
At the time that this study was conducted, I had been employed at the Midwestern
university for 5 years. I briefly had a support role within the professional development
program when first employed by the university, but I had not been part of the group for
more than 2 years. I had built a level of trust among instructors in my role with the
university as a course designer, technology support person, and member of the innovative
tools in teaching and learning team. I was never employed through the funding of the
professional development program in any way. The professional development
supervisory boards reported through the provost’s office, whereas my employment
reported through the chief information officer. As an outsider to the program who had
been on the inside, I had supported instructors as they worked through their course design
and attended professional development sessions. Thus, I had the perspective of an
observer in a job that provided access to instructors from the professional development
program.
Because the participants in this study were from the earliest years of the
professional development program, the participating instructors were those who had the
most time to process what they had learned. This selection strategy also created a pool of
instructors who had gone through the professional development program before I became
an employee at the university. I may have worked with some members of the pool
through other areas of support due to being a current employment at the university, but
participation in this study was voluntary. No participants had been or were currently in an
instructor or supervisory position with me.
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My bias was limited due to employment at the university. Individuals involved in
all areas of the professional development program had been extremely supportive of the
study. To help prevent bias, all data used in this study were gathered within the
limitations of the study. My role was to serve as an instrument for data collection.
Methodology
Using a qualitative phenomenological approach allowed me to select six selfvolunteered university instructors who had undergone the professional development
program. They were asked through email if they would be willing to participate because
this was the typical mode of contact already established by the professional development
program for research inquiries. Using the phenomenological approach, this typical
sampling employed the use of interviews to measure technology acceptance and potential
change in beliefs by instructors.
According to Seidman (2013), interviewers may get to a point where they are not
learning anything new, and the process can become laborious. This can detract from the
researcher’s ability to be a good interviewer. Purposeful rather than random sampling
was needed because participation in the professional development program was
necessary, and selecting from an already generated list with a clear participation logic
established helped to maximize variation (Seidman, 2013).
Questions may be added to interviews to better establish themes. The themes of
this inquiry included beliefs and pedagogy related to teaching and learning, technology
use, as well as new and emerging themes brought out through the process. I kept a field
journal to keep track of thoughts during the interview.
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Participant Selection Logic
I used the following process to select instructors for this study:
•

Five volunteers plus a pilot were interviewed three times, providing a total of
18 interviews. The number five was proposed because smaller samples allow
researchers to dive more deeply into the data and investigate with more
attention to detail than a larger sample would (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu,
2016). The number of participants might have needed to be adjusted if
saturation had been reached. The change was not needed.

•

The primary criterion to be a candidate in this study was participation in the
professional development program at the university. In selecting participants,
I began with candidates who took part in the professional development
program beginning in 2011, working forward in time until I had selected five
individuals who fit the criteria, plus a pilot participant. Such instructors are
listed on the professional development program webpage (Redacted, 2017b). I
began at the bottom of the list. This was used as the participant pool and to
target those who entered the program first.

•

Instructors needed to be currently employed at the university.

•

Instructors needed to still have an instructor role but did not have to be
teaching the exact class that had been redesigned.

•

Instructors needed to have taught the redesigned class at least one time after
having completed the redesign process through the professional development
program.
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•

Instructors needed to have volunteered to participate by using an email
response before the provided deadline date.

•

All participating instructors needed to have agreed to be interviewed 3 times
for approximately 30 minutes, with a maximum 45-minute limit for each
session. This provided a total of 15 interviews plus a pilot. All participants
were debriefed after the interview to remind them of their ability to retract,
review, and withdraw from the study. They were reminded that they might be
asked follow-up questions for clarification during the analysis of the data.

•

Instructors all agreed to be interviewed online using WebEx and to be audio
recorded.

•

If any participant had dropped out of the study, additional candidates from the
same list of professional development program participants could have been
asked to participate using the same email sent to the original five. This was
not needed.

Instrumentation
The data collection method involved interviews with WebEx. WebEx is a
university-supported tool that records audio through the internet, which creates an artifact
of the interview that is available for transcription and analysis. I used a blank paper
notebook as a field notebook to write thoughts and follow-up questions during the
interviews. The themes of inquiry were beliefs and pedagogy related to teaching and
technology use. Strategies such as not interrupting and listening carefully to what was
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said, according to Seidman (2016), are the most effective ways to gather the essence of
the experience of those being interviewed.
The paper notebook was used to document the validity of the research results, in
that I recorded my thought process there. An open-ended, in-depth inquiry was the
format, with potential questions added to better establish the theme (Seidman, 2013).
Using a three-interview strategy helped to ensure credibility (Oko, 1992). This helped to
ensure that comments made during the interviews were in proper context, and it assisted
in providing consistency in what participants were saying (Oko, 1992).
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Table 1
Interview Questions Related to Research Questions
Research questions
Primary question: How has participation
in a professional development program
changed the beliefs of instructors
surrounding technology integration in
how they respond to the learning styles of
21st-century learners?

Interview questions
Interview 1: What events shaped your
beliefs related to teaching and using
technology in the classroom before you
were a part of the professional
development program?
Interview 2: What events during the
professional development program both
validated and challenged your beliefs
related to teaching and using technology?
Interview 3: Given what you have said
about your beliefs before you were in the
professional development program and
what you have said about your beliefs
during the professional development
program, what are your beliefs related to
teaching and using technology today?

Subquestion: How have lived experiences
changed the beliefs of instructors after
participation in a professional
development program toward how they
teach 21st-century learners?

Interview 1: What events shaped your
beliefs related to teaching and learning in
the classroom before you were a part of
the professional development program?
Interview 2: What events during the
professional development program both
validated and challenged your beliefs
related to teaching and learning?
Interview 3: Given what you have said
about your beliefs before you were in the
professional development program and
what you have said about your beliefs
during the professional development
program, what are your beliefs related to
teaching and learning today?
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Procedures for Pilot Study
Since I developed the interview instrument, a pilot study was needed (Seidman,
2013). A random volunteer participant from the participants of the professional
development program’s project was selected to test the instructions, procedures,
technology, and allotted time for the interviews. Having a pilot study can alert the
researcher of potential issues within how they ask questions that may detract from the
objectives and assist in helping them reflect on their approach (Seidman, 2013). A pilot
can also help to determine if their approach is appropriate for the study (Seidman, 2013).
This pilot helped ensure questions asked brought the desired topics answered. A similar
email the participants received, was emailed to potential pilot participants briefly
describing the study and outlining what was required of them. Since only minor changes
resulted from the pilot, the data from the pilot was included in the results making for a
total of six participants.
Procedures for Recruitment, Participation, and Data Collection
I emailed instructors who had gone through the professional development
program at the university beginning in 2011 and worked forward in time until five fit the
criteria and volunteered. Such instructors are listed on the professional development
program’s web page (Redacted, 2017b). This email briefly described the study and
outlined what was required for participation and what participation required of them.
Participants signed a consent form before participating in the study which contributed to
informed consent before proceeding (Oko, 1992). Since the interviews were conducted
online, I emailed consent forms to prospective participants. Participants were asked to
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print the form, sign it, and upload a picture of the signed form and email it back within
one week of receipt. The interview, using me as the primary data collection instrument is
an effective tool for gathering information from individuals. The interviewer can be
adaptable and flexible and fit the interview to meet the needs of the person being
interviewed (Seidman, 2013). They can ask follow-up questions that were unanticipated
and discover areas rich with relative information (Seidman, 2013).
Creating an outline of the topics to be covered during the interviews contributed
to the dependability of the study as well as a transparent audit trail of all methods used.
Field notes were recorded and evaluated (Moustakas, 1994). A field notebook was
composed so the interviewer could keep track of their thoughts and questions that came
to mind during the conversations. These notes helped to inform follow-up questions and
show the thinking process of the interviewer. The reflective analysis was used to ensure
confirmability in the study.
All recognized potential bias of the researcher was reviewed and described. My
job title and background were shared with participants as well as an organizational chart
showing how I or the study’s results cannot influence tenure or an instructor’s job or
professional life. Making it clear no power inequity was involved in the study motivated
participants to freely sign the consent form and be more willing to volunteer in the study
(Oko, 1992). The researcher’s involvement in four of the professional development
program groups was disclosed, the years they were involved (2014-2015), and any
working history within their current job between the participant and me was disclosed if
any existed.
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Candidates were selected based on their participation in the professional
development program at the university beginning in 2011 and working forward in time
until five fit the criteria and volunteered. Such instructors are listed on the professional
development program’s web page (Redacted, 2017b). I began at the bottom of the list,
emailing instructors until five volunteers who fit the criteria. This list of the professional
development program’s participants was used as the pool and target those who entered
the program first (Redacted, 2017b). I collected the data using WebEx, an online
recording system. If too few participants had volunteered to participate, I would have
continued through the list of more than 100 candidates until five were found.
Instructors must have all agreed to be interviewed 3 times for approximately 30
minutes with a maximum 45 minutes limit, each session. Each session should be “no
more than one week apart and no less than a day” (Seidman, 2013, p. 53). This provided
a total of 15 interviews plus the pilot. One guide question was planned for having
consistency and direction in the interviews. Only follow-up questions were asked based
on what was said during the interview if the interviewer had them. Otherwise, the
purpose of this kind of interview was to primarily listen and keep the topic on the main
idea (Seidman, 2013).
They were each debriefed after the interview to remind them of their ability to
retract, review, and withdraw from the study. They were reminded they may be asked
follow-up questions for clarification during the analysis of the data. After the final
interview, participants were promised a copy of the study upon its completion and
approval. They could have asked for copies of their transcripts for their review.
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Participants were notified during their exit that no identifying information will be used in
the study. All such identifying information if mentioned including their name was
changed to non-descript substitutions.
Data Analysis Plan
After each recorded interview the data were transcribed and coded using the
software tool, NVivo which was used to code and investigate themes discussed in the
interviews. NVivo is a well-established coding tool for qualitative research used for
coding the transcribed videos based on Saldana’s (2016) strategy. Identifying concepts
and patterns within topics were coded and related sub nodes were identified using NVivo
(Saldana, 2016). Special attention was given to changes in belief and technology use that
occurred before and after the instructors participated in the professional development
program. The audio files were only available to the researcher and the participants to
their related content. All data is securely maintained for 5 years after collection.
Transcripts were read to allow for themes to become apparent. The data was
coded using the theming strategy and each research question was a primary node with
sub-nodes for related themes shared during the interviews. For example, one code, used
in a macro way that relates to the first research question in the study could be
“technology use change” and another code, used in a micro way that related to the second
research question, could be “belief change” (Saldana, 2016).
Theming the data is a strategy used in phenomenological research that clusters
similar thoughts and ideas together (Saldana, 2016). Pointing out significant statements
within the data and organizing it, a researcher can better capture the phenomena (Saldana,
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2016). While some of the coding’s were structured that relate to the research questions,
themes that may become apparent during the analysis were coded. Discrepant data was
noted and coded as such since an unforeseen pattern of such data was informative during
analysis and could be clarified for correct understanding by a follow-up question.
Issues of Trustworthiness
Issues of trustworthiness for qualitative research is important because the
qualitative researcher aims to increase understanding of a phenomenon, going through the
same professional development program. Being able to trust the results is an important
aspect of having credible results (Merriam, 1998). Being able to prove credibility,
confirmability, dependability, and transferability are important components in gaining
results that are trusted. Qualitative researchers need to be mindful of conducting ethical
research (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
Credibility
Using a three-interview strategy helped to ensure credibility (Oko, 1992). This
helped the comments made during the interview to be in proper context and assisted in
providing consistency in what they were saying (Oko, 1992). Comments made in the first
interview, for example, aligned with the thought processes described in the latter two
interviews. The passage of time while showing consistent thoughts helps to ensure
validity (Oko, 1992). This interviewing strategy addressed how the participants made
meaning of their experiences over 1-3 weeks. Having more than one participant allowed
the researcher to check the comments against the others which can provide multiple
perspectives of the same phenomena (Oko, 1992). Being transparent with participants in
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allowing them to view notes and transcripts, contribute the credibility (Merriam &
Tisdell, 2015). This helps ensure what is said is not interpreted incorrectly which could
be a threat to validity (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). The validity of the study happens when
participants can make sense of their experiences to themselves while going through the
process of the interviews (Oko, 1992). Phenomenology is about describing experiences
without analysis of the experience by the researcher (Moustakas, 1994).
The creation of the pilot helped to establish credibility by testing the validity and
helping to ensure the responses were what was expected (Seidman, 2013). Validity was
also addressed by using the three-interview structure since it placed comments in context
and it allowed for participants, during the time between interviews, to check the
consistency of what they said (Seidman, 2013). If the structure of the interview allowed
instructors to make sense to themselves and the researcher, it has contributed towards
validity (Seidman, 2013).
Transferability
Participant selection was voluntary from the participant list of instructors who had
already participated in the professional development program at the university. The
participants in the professional development program were a collection of instructors who
willingly decided to participate in the program as well as instructors whose departments
asked them to participate. Participants were from most disciplines and schools across the
university’s campus (Redacted, 2016b). Other universities with a similar demographic
and emphasis on research as the Midwestern Tier 1 research university in the study have
professional development opportunities structures like the professional development
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program could benefit from the results and be able to transfer the results to their setting.
The most important component ensuring transferability is targeting the early adopters
(Rogers, 2003). Early adopters who volunteered to be a part of the professional
development program first exhibited the qualities Rogers (2003) referred to, a willingness
to change. As the professional development program progressed over several years,
eventually many more participants attended because they were required by their
departments (Redacted, 2016b). Since these instructors would not be considered early
adopters, they might not exhibit the same willingness to change.
Dependability
Understanding the random sample generated by the professional development
program’s team’s list of participants helped inform the external validity of the study.
These instructors were the early adopters who volunteered to participate in a newly
formed professional development opportunity. This list was generated by the selfselection of instructors, assisted in a non-biased list of participants which I did not
generate. Participants could volunteer to participate after meeting the required criteria but
also needed to have the time to participate in the three interviews. A threat to
dependability is having no willing participants.
According to Seidman (2013), having a deep understanding of the issues
discussed by those being surveyed and respect for the issues that underlie them, are a
better form of proving validity and trustworthiness than devising an audit trail or methods
of triangulation. Having a deep understanding of the issues and why researchers are
delving into them are more important than mechanical procedures (Seidman, 2013). The
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three-interview process in this study provided a way to have three data sources and to
verify each response by showing consistency over time.
Confirmability
A field journal was kept during the study where thoughts and follow-up questions
were recorded during the interviews. This provided a way to demonstrate how the
findings were assessed and conclusions were identified from the study.
Creating an outline of the topics to be covered for the interviews contributed to
the trustworthiness of the study as well as a transparent audit trail of all methods used.
Field notes were also recorded and evaluated (Moustakas, 1994). A field notebook was
composed so the interviewer could keep track of their thoughts and questions that came
to mind during the conversations. These notes helped to inform follow-up questions and
showed the thinking process of the interviewer. The reflective analysis was used to
ensure confirmability in the study. Notes were shared with participants to ensure they
were understood and recorded correctly.
My background and position did not create a bias within the limits of this study.
At the time that this study was conducted, I have been employed at the university for 5
years. I briefly had a support role within the professional development program when
first employed by the university but have not been a part of the group for more than 2
years. I have built a level of trust among instructors in their role with the university as a
course designer, technology support person, and a member of the innovative tools in
teaching and learning group. I have never been employed through the funding of the
professional development program in any way. The professional development program’s
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supervisory board reports through the Provost’s office, while my employment reports
through the Chief Information Officer. As an outsider of the program who has been on
the inside, I have supported instructors as they worked through their course design and
attended the professional development program sessions. This gave me the perspective of
an observer in a job that provided access to such instructors from the professional
development program.
Ethical Procedures
Participants were asked to sign a consent form before participating in the study
which contributed to informed consent before proceeding (Oko, 1992). The entire pool of
potential participants was not contacted at once. Only instructors who expressed interest
in participating received details about the study. This participant pool had the potential
for survey fatigue. Taking this into consideration, the pool of anonymous participants was
emailed in groups of 10 until the five were selected for further information, plus the pilot
participant, and the consent form was shared. Participants were identified by a code.
All recognized potential bias was reviewed and described. Both Walden’s IRB
and the selected university’s IRB guided the study. The professional development
program’s management team were asked for permission to contact participants from the
program. My job title and background were shared with participants as well as an
organizational chart showing how I or the study’s results cannot influence tenure, an
instructor’s job, or professional life. Making it clear no power inequity is involved in the
study motivated participants to freely sign the consent form and be more willing to
volunteer in the study (Oko, 1992). My involvement in four of the professional
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development program’s groups was disclosed, the years they were involved (2014-2015),
and any working history within their current job between the participant me were
disclosed if any existed. I informed the participants that they could withdraw from the
study at any time. If a participant withdrew from the study, their materials would have
been destroyed and would not have been used in the data collection for the study.
Confirmation of the destruction of all materials would have been shared with those who
withdraw as well as a thank you message for attempting to participate through email. The
consent form for participants included an explanation that they were free to withdraw
from the study at any time as well as a description of the risks and benefits to the
participants should they decide to participate or withdraw.
Summary
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore the lived
experiences and instructor beliefs on teaching and technology integration before, during,
and after completion of a professional development program at a Midwestern Tier 1
research institute. Interviews were conducted with instructors and were audio-recorded,
transcribed, and imported into NVivo for analysis. The knowledge from this study is
intended to be used to inform the professional development program’s administrators and
staff as to what areas of the program work best at motivating change and inspiring
technology use by instructors who have gone through the program. The results could be
used to inform universities who are developing similar programs for their instructors in
the hopes that such programs can continue to evolve and improve how instructors use
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technology in their classrooms to help all students to be more successful in their
academic experience.
Chapter 4 will have the results of the study. The analysis and findings of the
results will also be discussed.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore
instructors’ lived experiences and beliefs regarding teaching and technology integration
before, during, and after completion of a professional development program at a
Midwestern Tier 1 research institute. The desire was to find common themes across
participant experiences and identify whether specific activities promoted technology use.
The phenomenon was defined as the Midwestern Tier 1 research institution campus
course redesign program. The results of this study may inform the designers of
professional development, so that they can know which activities are most associated
with activities recommended as being the most useful in inspiring technology use by
instructors. An understanding the lived experiences of those who have already been
involved in the process and how they think about may inform efforts to make the
program better as well as more effective (Yurtseven & Bademcioglu, 2016).
Research Questions
Primary question: How has participation in a professional development program
changed the beliefs of instructors surrounding technology integration in how they
respond to the learning styles of 21st-century learners?
Subquestion: How have lived experiences changed the beliefs of instructors after
participation in a professional development program toward how they teach 21st-century
learners?
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In this chapter, I present the data and analysis and the results for the research
questions guiding this study. This chapter is organized into the following sections: Pilot
Study, Setting, Demographics, Data Collection, Data Analysis, Evidence of
Trustworthiness, Results, and Summary.
Pilot Study
In that this study involved a researcher-developed interview instrument, a pilot
study was needed (Seidman, 2013). A random individual was selected from the
participants in the professional development program project to test the instructions,
procedures, technology, and allotted time for the interviews. Pilot studies can alert
researchers of potential issues in how they ask questions that may detract from the
objectives and can assist them in reflecting on their approach (Seidman, 2013). A pilot
can also help to determine if an approach is appropriate for a study (Seidman, 2013). This
pilot helped to ensure that the questions asked were bringing results related to
participants’ experiences as required for this investigation.
The impact of the pilot study on the main study was to inform the discussion of
technology tools used in the classroom and in the professional development program to
happen organically instead of with a formal question. Asking the question directly
disrupted the flow of the exchange. Being mindful of the need to pay attention to any
technology mentioned for deeper inquiry was the strategy most often used, a change that
happened as a result of the pilot.
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Setting
The scope of this study was a Tier 1 research institute located in the Midwestern
United States. The school, at more than 100 years old, was a STEM-centric institution
focusing on engineering and agriculture, as well as business, science, veterinary
medicine, health and human services, pharmacy, and education, with established graduate
programs (Redacted, 2017a).
The instructors in this study were randomly selected as instructors who had
participated in the professional development program (Redacted, 2017b). Because this
was a phenomenological study, five instructors were interviewed (plus the pilot) after
being selected from the total pool of approximately 150 instructors who completed the
program. Instructors who did not complete an entire iteration of the professional
development program were excluded from this study. The availability of instructors was
a limitation for this qualitative study because instructors often have busy schedules.
Demographics
This was a qualitative phenomenological study. A series of three interviews was
conducted with five instructors, plus the pilot instructor, at a Midwestern Tier 1 research
institution who had undergone course redesign through the university’s professional
development program, for a total of 18 interviews.
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Table 2
Participant Demographics
Years of
teaching
experience

Levels of
education taught
Higher education
(undergraduate
and graduate)
Online

Years teaching
in a digitally rich
learning
environment

Level of
comfort
teaching with
technology

15 years

Moderate

Participant 1

18 years

Participant 2

37 years

Higher education
(undergraduate
and graduate)

5 years

Moderate

Participant 3

7 years

Higher education
(undergraduate)

7 years

High

Participant 4

28 years

High school
Higher education
(undergraduate
and graduate)

5-7 years

High

Participant 5

38 years

Higher education
(undergraduate
and graduate)

20 years

High

Participant 6

11 years

Higher education
(undergraduate
and graduate)

7 years

Moderate

The first interview covered participants’ educational experiences before going
through the professional development program. The second interview covered their
experiences during the professional development program, and the third covered their
teaching experiences after the professional development program. Allowing for time
between interviews supports the validity of the interview by placing what participants say
in context (Seidman, 2013). This strategy helped me as the interviewer, along with the
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participants, to maintain focus on each topic of the series (Seidman, 2013). Each
interview helped to inform the next interview, providing for a logical sequence that
assisted everyone involved in the phase at hand (Seidman, 2013). Seidman (2013)
recommended spacing interviews between 3 days and a week apart. This approach
provided time for participants to think about the previous session but not enough time for
them to forget about the previous session (Seidman, 2013). It is of utmost importance to
allow time for reflection between topics but not so much time that the thoughts from the
previous interview are no longer fresh enough to inform the next interview (Seidman,
2013).
Data Collection
Instructors selected to participate were drawn initially from the earliest
participants of the professional development program in 2011, after which I moved up the
list toward the most recent participants. Instructors were selected in this manner so that
participants would have had the most time to integrate what they had learned and been
likely early innovators, helping to create a culture for change. This group of instructors
was a random selection of individuals who self-identified as wanting to participate in the
program. The entire pool of participants was 312 instructors. Only those who had taught
the class that they redesigned at least once were eligible to participate. They were given a
survey outlining the criteria before being interviewed. Six instructors volunteered,
qualified for the study, and were interviewed—two women and four men.
Interviews were recorded with WebEx audio only. I used a field notebook to write
down thoughts and follow-up questions during the interviews. The themes of inquiry
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were: beliefs and pedagogy related to teaching and technology use. Strategies such as not
interrupting and listening carefully to what is said, according to Seidman (2013), are the
most effective ways to gather the essence of the experience of those being interviewed.
No variations or discrepant cases deviating from the plan presented in Chapter 3
occurred.
Data Analysis
Data were categorized according to the research questions using WebEx for
collection, and NVivo was used for analysis after transcription. After each recorded
interview, the data were transcribed, after which the software tool NVivo was used to
code and investigate themes discussed in the interviews. NVivo is a well-established tool
for qualitative research that is used for coding transcribed videos based on Saldana’s
(2016) strategy. Concepts and patterns within topics were coded, and related sub nodes
were identified (Saldana, 2016). The themes that emerged were technology integration,
inclination to use technology, support surrounding the use of technology, the professional
development program, technology use after the professional development program, and
related beliefs associated with teaching and learning. They became coded as technology
integration, Rogers’s theory of innovation, SAED framework, and beliefs and change.
The themes were then sorted according to the related research questions, as seen in Table
3.
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Table 3
Themes
Research question
1. How has participation in a professional
development program changed the
beliefs of instructors surrounding
technology integration in how they
respond to the learning styles of 21stcentury learners?
2. Subquestion: How have lived
experiences changed the beliefs of
instructors after participation in a
professional development program
toward how they teach 21st-century
learners?

Themes
1. Technology integration
2. Rogers’s theory of innovation
3. SAED framework

4. Beliefs and change

Discrepant cases were not an issue with this investigation because the
professional development program was evolving after every iteration, and only two
participants were in the same iteration. Even though participants generally experienced
different versions of the professional development program, each program had the same
objectives (Redacted, 2017b). For example, Participant 4, who took part in an early
iteration of the program, taught a very large enrollment course and was encouraged to use
more essay assessments. Because Participant 4 knew that this was not a realistic
expectation for a course with hundreds of students, this instructor shared that this was not
helpful feedback. The program facilitators agreed and changed future iterations. Other
participants from future iterations of the program who also taught large-enrollment
courses had a more positive experience with the assessment evaluation portion. Those
administering the professional development program likely changed this part and stopped
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asking large-enrollment instructors to include essay assessments. Because discrepancies
existed between experiences of the participants, each experience was evaluated as an
individual perspective, and all were valued as relevant.
Evidence of Trustworthiness
Issues of trustworthiness for qualitative research are important because the
qualitative researcher aims to increase understanding of a phenomenon—in this case,
going through the same professional development program. Being able to trust the results
is an important aspect of having credible results (Merriam, 1998). Credibility,
confirmability, dependability, and transferability are important elements of
trustworthiness for the results of a study. Qualitative researchers need to be mindful of
the need to conduct ethical research (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
Credibility
Using a three-interview strategy helps to ensure credibility (Oko, 1992). This
approach helped me to place comments made during the interviews in the proper context
and assisted in providing consistency in what participants were saying (Oko, 1992).
Comments made in the first interview, for example, should align with the thought
processes described in the latter two interviews. The passage of time while showing
consistent thoughts helps to ensure validity (Oko, 1992). This interviewing strategy
addressed how the participants made meaning of their experiences for 1-3 weeks. Having
more than one participant allowed me to check comments against others, thereby gaining
multiple perspectives on the same phenomena (Oko, 1992). Being transparent with
participants in allowing them to view notes and transcripts contributed to credibility
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(Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). This helped to ensure that what was said was not interpreted
incorrectly, which could have posed a threat to validity (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
Validity is supported when participants can make sense of their experiences to
themselves while going through the process of interviews (Oko, 1992). Phenomenology
is about describing experiences without analysis of the experience by the researcher
(Moustakas, 1994).
The creation of the pilot study helped to establish credibility by testing validity
and helping to ensure that the responses focused on what was needed for this study
(Seidman, 2013). Validity was also addressed by using the three-interview structure
because it places comments in context and allows for participants, during the time
between interviews, to check the consistency of what they say (Seidman, 2013). If the
structure of the interview allows instructors to make sense to themselves and the
researcher, it contributes toward validity (Seidman, 2013).
Transferability
I selected voluntary participants from a list of instructors who had already
participated in the professional development program at the university. The participants
in the professional development program were a collection of instructors who willingly
decided to participate in the program, as well as instructors whose departments asked
them to participate. Participants were from most disciplines and schools across the
university’s campus (Redacted, 2016b). Other universities with similar demographics and
emphasis on research that have professional development opportunity structures like the
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professional development program in this study may benefit from the results and be able
to transfer the results to their setting.
The most important measure for ensuring transferability is targeting early
adopters (Rogers, 2003). Early adopters who volunteered to be part of the professional
development program first exhibited the qualities that Rogers (2003) referred to as a
willingness to change. As the professional development program progressed over several
years, eventually many more participants attended because they were required by their
departments to do so (Redacted, 2016b). Because these instructors would not be
considered early adopters, they might not exhibit the same willingness to change.
Dependability
Understanding the random sample generated by the professional development
program team’s list of participants helped to inform the external validity of the study.
These instructors were early adopters who volunteered to participate in a newly formed
professional development opportunity. As this list was generated by the self-selection of
instructors rather than being generated by me as the researcher, it was a relatively
nonbiased list of participants. Participants could volunteer to participate after meeting the
required criteria; they also needed to have time to participate in the three interview
sessions.
According to Seidman (2013), a deep understanding of the issues discussed by
those being surveyed and respect for the issues that underlie them are better for proving
validity and trustworthiness than devising an audit trail or methods of triangulation. A
deep understanding of the issues and why one is delving into them is more important than
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mechanical procedures (Seidman, 2013). The three-interview process provided a way to
have three data sources and to verify each response by showing consistency over time.
Confirmability
A field journal was kept during the study where thoughts and follow-up questions
could be recorded during the interviews. This provided a way to demonstrate how the
findings were assessed and conclusions were identified from the study.
Creating an outline of the topics to be covered for the interviews contributed to
the dependability of the study as well as a transparent audit trail of all methods used.
Field notes were recorded and evaluated (Moustakas, 1994). A field notebook was
composed so that I could keep track of their thoughts and questions that came to mind
during the conversations. These notes helped to inform follow-up questions and show the
thinking process of the interviewer. The reflective analysis was used to ensure
confirmability in the study. Notes were shared with participants to ensure they were
understood and recorded correctly as needed.
My background and position should not have created a bias within the limits of
this study. At the time this study was conducted, I will have been employed at the
university for 5 years. I briefly had a support role within the professional development
program when first employed by the university but have not been a part of the group for
more than 2 years. I have built a level of trust among instructors in their role with the
university as a course designer, technology support person, and a member of the
innovative tools in the teaching and learning team. I have never been employed through
the funding of the professional development program in any way. The professional
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development program’s supervisory boards report through the Provost’s office, while my
employment reports through the Chief Information Officer. As an outsider of the program
who has been on the inside, I have supported instructors as they work through their
course design and attend the professional development program sessions. This gives me
the perspective of an observer in a job that provides access to such instructors from the
professional development program.
Results
Theme 1: Technology Integration
All the participants were asked about their use of technology before, during, and
after the professional development program. Often the subject of technology arose
organically in the conversation. If it did not, the interviewer asked them about their
experiences and if they learned about technologies they later used, during the
professional development program. The participants had a wide range of technology
experiences before the professional development program as demonstrated in Table 1.
Participants 2 and 5 had the most experience teaching and they witnessed the introduction
of technology into their classrooms by way of media and PowerPoint slides. Both
Participants used these technologies before the training program. All the participants with
one exception did not learn about new technology at the professional development
program that they later implemented within their class. Participant 3 found the
technology that was shared during the professional development to be very useful: “I
found (redacted) really helpful in a large class. We were really trying to create that small
class experience in a large class and one of the biggest problems is losing track of people.
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(Redacted) became really important.” Participant 1 rejected technology that was shared
during the professional development program.
They did a fine presentation of what a (digital application) could do and what it
was capable of. I ultimately said, “You know, I think I'm going to just not utilize
that.” I remember thinking, “Is it worth it?” The leap to learn the new technology,
to implement it my class, to work through all the kinks. Will I get enough value
out of it and at the end of the day, I actually decided, no.
Participants mentioned iClickers a total of 20 times on their own accord. Most of
the participants had heard about iClicker before the professional development program.
Two had already used it. Participant 1 decided against trying it. “I didn't like iClickers
because iClickers cost money. I wanted to try to minimize for my students what they
were already paying. I don't need to charge them more to buy an iClicker”.
Participant 4 ended up utilizing a digital application they learned about after the
program by utilizing the support network she got to know better during the professional
development program.
Because we have this teaching and learning technology group and because I've
developed relationships with them, I know I can go to them and talk about my
next idea to improve classroom learning. I can say, “Hey, what do you think of
this?” and I have someone who is at the forefront of using technology to support
student learning who can say, “Ok, well, have you considered this?” and it will be
something that I haven't really thought of yet. I can ask them, “How do we
leverage all the technology that we have with these crazy ideas I get and make
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them come together and be even better?” I guarantee you, if (one of these
technology support people) wouldn't have been sitting there with me, helping me
consider how can we use (redacted), I don't think I would have come up with that.
Some participants had a very different experience with the technology portions of
the professional development program and they wondered if perhaps the late phase of his
or her career created an additional barrier. Participant 2 said:
I’m not particularly interested in a lot of Technologies that I wasn't comfortable
with because I was pretty late in my career before I did (the professional
development program). I think I didn't benefit as much from the technology
person's ideas as I should have. I was intimidated by the technologies.
Participant 6 mentioned some of his frustrations related to implementing
technology in his courses and the support necessary for continued use.
One of my biggest frustrations is they get these (technology tools) out and then
they don't stick with them. It is also frustratingly difficult to find out about
tools. If I want to add a specific tool to a thing, just finding the ins and outs of it
I think, is really challenging.
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Figure 1. Research Question 1, related themes.
Some participants remembered clearly the technologies demonstrated during the
professional development program while others did not remember seeing anything
introduced that was new to them.
Figure 1 shows the wide range of words related to technology used by
participants. It was clear, all participants had strong opinions that varied from positive to
“miserable”. Having a strong support structure made a huge difference for some
participants while others, such as Participant 1who described themselves as having
moderate technology skills, decided not to utilize it.
Theme 2: Rogers’s Theory of Innovation
Since investigating technology integration as it happens through professional
development is a question addressed in this study, Rogers’s (2003) innovation theory
provided the technology integration lens in which to examine the data. The diffusion of
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innovation theory was used to see if these early adopters of this professional development
program, began to initiate a culture of change related to beliefs about technology use
across campus. Rogers’s (2003) theory provides a way to examine barriers and refers to
them as the innovation-decision process. The nature of this study was to target those who
first enrolled in the professional development program, often the early adopters.
Participant 4, is an individual who participated in an early iteration of the program
shared:
I think you can’t talk about these early (iteration of the professional development
program) without talking about who are the early adopters. That has a lot to do
with the first class of (the program). These people that jumped at the opportunity
(of the professional development program) knew it wasn’t going to be new
information. They already bought in.
The individual who participated in the earliest iteration of the professional
development program was already well versed in the use of the technology that was
shared at the time in the program that related to teaching and learning. Participant 1 said,
“They emphasized the learning management system more and that's a perfectly fine thing
to have done”. Available technology applications that were supported on campus were
very limited at the time.
A self-identified laggard to technology adoption was represented in Participant 2.
Participant 2 shared:
I wish now that I had done things differently. I wonder things like had I used
(redacted digital application) had (students) vote on their phone for responses to
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different questions and see the results, it might have helped me realize how badly
I had transferred the information to the students. I wish I had done some of those
things because it would have been more immediate feedback and I would have
known more.
Timing, comfort level, support, and available technologies seemed to influence
the diffusion of digital innovation by participants and these issues appeared to influence
use more than a willingness to try new things. It was unclear if any Participant was able
to contribute to a culture of technology use within the campus.
Theme 3: SAED Framework
The SAED Framework says that for change to be possible, an instructor’s beliefs
and organization must be continually evolving and improving for change to be supported
and encouraged (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015). The SAED framework is intended to
predict if conditions exist for change to happen in how an instructor teaches (Holdsworth
& Thomas, 2015). Participant 2 felt the university was one that was supportive of
teaching and learning.
At (Redacted university name) we're not supposed to just be excellent teachers we
actually should have scholarship about our teaching. It is very encouraging that
we're in an institution where there's a lot of emphasis on teaching and learning
and I think our administration has continued to push in that direction. That's
exciting to me we're not just a research institution.
Participant 3 had a different experience when this participant tried to initiate the
use of a specific technology device. He or she shared:
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When we were in (the professional development program), we wanted to have
iPads in the classroom and we were blocked by (tech support) who would not let
us purchase an iPad cart even with our own money. That was really
frustrating because we had what we thought was a good answer to some of our
problems and we couldn’t do it so I was pretty grumpy during (the professional
development program). But I was grumpy not because of the events of where I
was but because of the institutional barriers that were in front of me teaching.
Institutional support covers a broad area and Participant 6 related it to a possible
inclination for faculty to hesitate investing in their advancement related to teaching and
learning. This participant related this personal experience:
The first year that I got to (redacted university) I won a teaching award. Which
was great. I was really excited about it. But then I really got a feeling that if you
work on your teaching then it probably means you're not researching
enough. And you know there was this really sort of a back channel. There was a
period of time where I wished I'd rather not have that award. Because you know I
don't want people to think that I'm spending more time on teaching. You know I
really need to develop a reputation as a researcher and this is not helping me. I
just want to be clear that going through a (professional development) program
does not help you get tenure.
The emphasis on research, especially seen at research-centric universities, is a
primary focus for staff promotion and institutional ranking (Dickson et al., 2016).
Investing in good teaching is often considered to be an indication of not taking research
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seriously in many research institutions of higher education (Jawitz & Perez, 2015). A
lack of respect for taking the time to teach well is a part of the culture (Jawitz & Perez,
2015). Universities generally do not convey how they desire instructors to balance their
time (Jawitz & Perez, 2015; Stupnisky et al., 2017).
Theme 4: Beliefs and Change
The change that instructors shared that happened because of the professional
development program varied from “I think the core of my teaching basically stayed the
same” to Participant 6 who referred to the program as a “liberation”. Going through the
program liberated them from feeling like “I have to summarize this entire textbook in
power points so I can cram this knowledge into their heads”. The participant described:
You're handed the curriculum and you're handed the textbook at the same time.
The implied burden is that you'll get through the material in the textbook. There is
guilt associated. You think, “oh my God, I didn't finish”. (I felt like) I let them
down, you know. It's only with confidence and with a different mind frame I
learned I don't need to teach everything in this book and I'm confident in saying,
“Well they don't need that but they can do this” that changes the whole dynamic.
Creating well-written objectives became a significant learning point for four of
the six participants. The two exceptions had already embraced the concept and had been
designing their courses with them before the program. Those who benefitted from
learning about designing courses with learning objectives who learned during the
professional development program attributed them with a more focused approach to their
teaching. Participant 6 added:
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The challenge is getting good learning objectives and workable ones. That was
really the key observation for me and what that meant to me. It really became
clear in my mind that the less I spoke the more learning was likely to happen.
Participant 2 remembered how they thought of teaching before they learned about
designing with objectives:
I thought that it was our job to impart information, transfer information from me
to the students in a way that they would think it was important. I wasn’t very
deliberate or organized about how I was structuring the course to make sure I was
accomplishing what I wanted.
Participant 5 remembered in more detail the challenge of the learning objective
lesson in the program:
Intellectually instructors know what the learning objectives are. The challenge
was to boil these down and put them into writing because I don't know that any of
us ever do that exercise. To be able to verbalize or explain and in a few simple
sentences what those are. I think that was a very useful exercise so then it
becomes clear. Once you have that, it's clear to them (it is) also clear to the
students. We have it in our heads but I don't know that it's ever been boiled down
quite so concisely so that was a challenge to do but it was it was a good challenge.
Nearly every participant mentioned the benefits of collaboration with their peers.
Taking the time to just focus on their course with a group of peers was overwhelmingly
the most frequent gain mentioned from the professional development program.
Participant 5 shared: “Every time there's an opportunity to interact with colleagues you
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know this seems to me there's a good likelihood something good will come out of it”.
Participant 4 shared “It was certainly validating to be in a community of people thinking
about their teaching and trying to improve their teaching. I like that”.
Three participants mentioned how they benefitted from hearing a former
participant present to the group how they benefitted from the program and the changes
they implemented in their course. Participant 2 said this presenter, “inspired me” and
added, “if I could do just a third of this, it would be really good”. Again, those peer
relationships were attributed as beneficial. None of the staff speakers were mentioned by
participants but they remembered their peer and details of his presentation.

Figure 2. Research Question 2, related themes with subthemes.
Creating learning objectives were described by all the participants as being a
valuable experience. For the four who learned about them for the first time at the
professional development program, they all mentioned this as helping to create a
significant shift in how they designed future learning experiences. This was the most
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significant actionable point learned that had the greatest lasting benefit for participants
who learn it for the first time.
Participants learned new concepts by way of the program’s Blackboard course
that had materials posted, staff and guest speakers, homework, and by way of learning
activities during their class time. However, not all participants were able to utilize all
available resources and expected homework activities due to teaching obligations.
Participant 1 remembered, “No one seemed to notice that I just kind of sloughed off that
particular week’s assignment”. Most Participants did not mention having a problem doing
the expected homework.
Participant 1 added,
The program forces you to sit down and think about your class for a defined
period-of-time. People are always fighting for your time outside of a classroom
environment and when you're in the class you know there's an hour and a half
where the only thing I'm really doing at this moment is thinking about how I
might redesign my class and what I might do. I think that was useful. That's a
useful take away from (Redacted program name) because it forced you to do that
for your class for at least that hour and a half.
Results by Research Question
Research Question 1
Research question one asked: How has participation in a professional
development program changed the beliefs of instructors surrounding technology
integration in how they respond to the learning styles of 21st-century learners?
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Participation in the professional development program experienced by those in
this study did not overwhelmingly change the beliefs of those interviewed related to how
they taught with technology. Only one participant learned of a technology tool in the
program who then implemented it. However, several participants utilized the technology
support team after the program for the support of digital tools learned about later. Several
participants keeping these support relationships going for many years after and
Participant 4 noted collaborations with this team related to research opportunities,
publication, and tool development. All participants mentioned benefits from hearing from
peers from other disciplines, with other backgrounds.
Research Question 2
Research question 2 asked: How have lived experiences changed the beliefs of
instructors after participation in a professional development program toward how they
teach 21st-century learners?
Participation in the professional development program referred to in this study
changes the beliefs of instructors who learn how to create learning objectives within their
courses and then map their activities and their assessments to those learning objectives. It
also helps to “liberate” instructors, as Participant 6 said, to not feel so overwhelmed by
thinking they have to cover their entire textbook as mentioned above. While learning
objectives are not specific to 21st-century learners, having clear learning objectives with
activities and assessments that directly map to them are important for all learners to make
sure they are staying on topic in the courses they take and spend their time on what is
most important and to be assessed on these same things.
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Summary
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore the lived
experiences and instructor beliefs on teaching and technology integration before, during,
and after completion of a professional development program at a Midwestern Tier 1
research institute. Using three interviews with all 6 participants, assisted in answering the
research questions: How has participation in a professional development program
changed the beliefs of instructors surrounding technology integration in how they
respond to the learning styles of 21st-century learners? How have lived experiences
changed the beliefs of instructors after participation in a professional development
program toward how they teach 21st -century learners? Assisting instructors in the
implementation of technology due to the program was harder to identify since all but one
participant did not utilize technologies shared during the program. However, several
utilized the technical support group for technology solutions after the professional
development program ended.
A change in practice due to attending the professional development program was
easier to identify for instructors who implemented objectives for the first time. Most
Participants changed their classroom practices by implementing learning objectives in the
design of their course and by mapping activities and assessments to them. In Chapter 5 I
discuss an interpretation of the study’s findings, limitations, recommendations,
implications, and the conclusion.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore
instructors’ lived experiences and beliefs regarding teaching and technology integration
before, during, and after completion of a professional development program at a
Midwestern Tier 1 research institute. The desire was to find common themes across
participant experiences and identify whether specific activities promote technology use.
At the early stage of the study, the phenomenon was defined as the Midwestern Tier 1
research institution campus course redesign program.
For this qualitative phenomenological study, a series of three interviews was
conducted with five instructors at a Midwestern Tier 1 research institution who had
undergone course redesign through the university’s professional development program,
for a total of 15 interviews. The first interview covered participants’ educational
experiences before going through the professional development program, the second
covered their experiences during the professional development program, and the third
covered their teaching experiences after the professional development program.
A qualitative phenomenological design was chosen because it provided a lens that
would allow for the examination of the experience of the professional development
program, as interpreted by instructors. It is a person’s perception of their experiences that
become their reality (Husserl, 1931; Moustakas, 1994). A phenomenological approach
provided a more in-depth view of instructors’ impressions of their experience after the
redesign process and their beliefs related to teaching and learning.
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Key findings were that all participants benefited from the professional
development program. Every participant pointed to the benefit of collaborating with
peers. Most participants benefited from learning about the use of learning objectives in
their course design. Mapping assessment questions to learning objectives as well as
assignments was something that most of the participants did not know how to do before
this experience. Most participants did not learn about new technology at the professional
development program that they used with students or in their teaching. However, several
benefited after the program from the relationships that they developed with members of
the technical support group and later implemented technology with their assistance and
support.
Interpretation of the Findings
In this section, I present interpretations of the findings aligned with the conceptual
frameworks of Rogers’s theory of innovation and SAED. I then discuss interpretations
related to relationships, technology integration, and institutional support.
Interpretations of Findings Relevant to Rogers’s Theory of Innovation
Barriers still exist around the integration of technology (Brinkerhoff, 2006; Hsu,
2016). Lack of administrative support and lack of adequate equipment have inhibited
technology integration (Ashrafzadeh & Sayadian, 2015; Reid, 2014). Early adopters often
simply replaced current practices with technology and cited a lack of support and training
for their remedial use (Ertmer et al., 2015). Nevertheless, instructors commented that
when they used technology in their teaching students were more engaged, energetic,
focused, and interactive in the learning process (Overbaugh & Lu, 2009).
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Little support for technology integration is provided in many institutions
(Brinkerhoff, 2006). Conflicting messages were noted by Jawitz and Perez (2015) in their
research on career advancement criteria and public messages related to teaching and
learning. They found that instructors who invested in their professional development in
classroom instruction had an agenda driven by a personal passion for teaching and
learning (Jawitz & Perez, 2015).
Interpretations of Findings Relevant to SAED Theory
Most participants in the professional development program learned new
pedagogies during the sessions that they implemented in their courses and often in future
courses. Researchers who investigated professional development in STEM in higher
education reported that a program called FIRST, which was designed for postdoctoral
scholars, taught instructors who completed the program to be more student centered in
their teaching than those who did not take part in the program, with participants able to
demonstrate this student centeredness in their teaching (Derting et al., 2016). They found
that beliefs change slowly but have a direct impact on how instructors teach (Derting et
al., 2016). They validated their results with external reviewers who came to the same
conclusions (Derting et al., 2016). This study helps to show that although research is
limited in higher education related to professional development, this body of research is
beginning to grow and is consistent with the existing literature about beliefs and changed
practice in the classrooms of higher education. The research also shows that instructors
were able to learn and possibly change their beliefs through a professional development
program and then change how they taught (Derting et al., 2016). For SAED to happen,
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individuals need to be continuous learners, be open to change in instruction, and
participate in professional development (Holdsworth & Thomas, 2015).
Relationships and Professional Development
Most participants in the professional development benefited in terms of personal
growth and as instructors by communicating with their peers and by hearing peers talk
about strategies that worked for them. At times, participants forged relationships through
the professional development program that lasted for years after the program was over.
Instructors with more professional development in higher education tend to have
more self-efficacy compared with instructors with less training (Derting et al., 2016).
Reflection and collaboration with peers for professional development are crucial but
missing elements in traditional higher education (Leigh, 2016; Nicholls, 2001). Programs
shown to have more of a lasting benefit are ones that provide for follow-up and collective
participation (Kennedy, 2016). Providing an environment where instructors can
collaborate, learn, and reflect with colleagues is important in professional development in
higher education (Leigh, 2016; Nicholls, 2001). Collaboration has also been noted to be
important for instructors in contributing to a positive work environment and enjoyment in
their careers. The development of a professional identity occurs through community
membership and becoming part of a culture (Barbarà-i-Molinero et al., 2017; Trede et al.,
2012). Beliefs reflect the individual like a lens reality is filtered through, while
knowledge is related to the community (Donovan et al., 2015; Vygotsky, 1978). Trede et
al.’s (2012) research concluded that once individuals become professionals, they start to
accumulate knowledge and skills like their peers. This sets them apart from those not in
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their field, creating a professional identity linking them to their peers and profession
(Barbarà-i-Molinero et al., 2017; Trede et al., 2012). In this way, being a member of the
profession becomes a part of their identity (Trede et al., 2012).
Technology Integration and Professional Development
Most participants in the professional development program benefited from
learning about professional technology resources available to them. This benefit could
last for many years after the program ended and could become a part of the teaching
support structure they counted on.
Several studies have shown that instructors who are more traditional in their
beliefs often use more instructor-centered technologies, whereas more constructivist
instructors tend to use more student-centered technologies (Ertmer et al., 2015). There is
a correlation between having experienced technology-rich learning as a student with
having positive beliefs about how technology can contribute to student learning (Salleh,
2016). Researchers have found that several factors predict teachers’ use of technology in
teaching, such as their personal beliefs about teaching. Instructors with constructivist
views have been found to be more apt to accept teaching with technology as opposed to
those with traditional views (Teo & Zhou, 2016). Additionally, the longer an instructor
teaches, the more traditional the instructor’s views are likely to seem, and less likely the
instructor is to teach using technology (Teo & Zhou, 2016). The biggest predictors of
technology use by instructors were noted to be perceived usefulness, high self-efficacy,
and student expectations, but their beliefs and the culture in which they work are the key
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components in predicting technology use by instructors (Ertmer et al., 2015; Sadaf et al.,
2016; Salleh, 2016; Tondeur et al., 2016).
Instructors who have seen their peers using technology or implementing change
have been widely successful in promoting change (Ertmer et al., 2015). Some have found
that they can help create a culture of technology integration and innovative attitudes
about learning by promoting successful professional development programs (Ebert-May
et al., 2015). Designers of one professional development program were even successful
when only a limited number of instructors engaged in a 2-year activity (Ebert-May et al.,
2015). Learning to develop collective efficacy could help such success spread thorough
an entire department and even across schools (Tschannen-Moran et al., 2015).
According to Rogers (2003), this part of innovation related to communication
between peers is where a network of support for using the tool might be created.
Communication channels can develop when experienced users assist new users, or when
a tutorial is engaged in the form of a book, video, or television show (Rogers, 2003).
Rogers (2003) used the word homophily to describe the degree to which two people have
beliefs and lives in common and heterophily to describe differences between people.
Communication happens best between people who have more in common, or who are
homophilous (Rogers, 2003).
Institutional Support and Professional Development
Not all instructors feel that they receive adequate institutional support for teaching
and learning. Instructors may see themselves as researchers who teach, not teachers who
conduct research. Instructors in higher education tend to see themselves as researchers
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and topic experts, rather than as teachers (Nicholls, 2001); however, some universities are
trying to change this. University instructors are not rewarded for teaching, and promotion
is usually tied to research (Deaker et al., 2016; Hassan, 2013; Jawitz & Perez, 2016;
Nygaard, 2017). Research is thought by many to be the primary purpose of higher
education and necessary for its future (Nygaard, 2017). Those who focus on teaching risk
compromising their careers and reputations in their field (Hassan, 2013). Instructors also
often do not have support or preparation in the art of teaching (Hellmann et al., 2014).
There is currently a culture in higher education in which research brings rewards,
recognition, funding, and tenure for instructors. Faculty within research-driven
universities have traditionally viewed teaching as an extra responsibility, almost as a
distraction from their research, and have not factored in classroom success with tenure
(Deaker et al., 2016; Van Schalkwyk et al., 2015). Instructors have limited time and
competing responsibilities as they move up the ranks in higher education. Spending time
learning how to improve teaching may be viewed as unnecessary for attaining tenure or
success in higher education (Van Schalkwyk et al., 2015).
Limitations of the Study
Limitations of this study included my bias due to a career invested in instructors’
professional development. I sought to address this bias by having the instructors describe
their experiences in the professional development program, rather than making
assumptions as to what occurred. Another limitation of the study was the inability to
address all the concerns gathered from instructors. To address this limitation, I will share
the results of the study with the professional development program management team.
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Threats to quality were possible because two instructors admitted to not fully
participating in the professional development program. They were not always able to
complete homework and readings due to their busy schedules. This was addressed by
focusing on the transfer of what they had learned into other courses they had taught since
the professional development program. One unexpected limitation was the work history I
had with all but one participant. Participants who had worked extensively with me
appeared to share more information, which likely had the effect of omitting the
perspectives of instructors who were not comfortable using technology in their courses.
Participants’ likelihood of sharing negative information also seemed to be related to how
much they had worked with me in the past, suggesting that trust was an important factor.
More extensive history with me appeared to correlate with more sensitive information
shared.
Recommendations
The professional development program offers benefits to instructors. It promotes
collaboration with peers, it helps instructors learn how to design better courses, and it
promotes technology integration in teaching and learning by helping instructors find
supportive groups on campus that can help them. Instructors have benefited from the
program. The following are recommendations for similar programs based on the results
of this study:
1. More activities should be included in professional development to encourage
peer interactions and networking with support groups on campus.
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2.

A collaboration portion should be added so that instructors can easily
maintain relationships with peers they connect with during the program after
the program is over, in order to cultivate encouraging environments where
mentorships can grow.

3. Technology support specialists need to cultivate relationships with instructors
in these programs. They need to remember that these relationships can lead to
technology use later, even if no interest in shared technology is evident during
the program.
The following recommendations for further research to extend knowledge in this
field are based on the results of the study.
1. Studies that explore the benefits of cross-discipline interaction for determining
whether discipline-centric or cross-discipline grouping in professional
development programs is more beneficial.
2. Studies that explore what specifically inspires technology use in teaching and
learning for determining how to predict and inspire use.
3. Studies that explore the benefits of voluntary professional development
participation over mandated participation to determine if relationships can still
form and if benefits can still be experienced by participants when they are
required to attend a professional development program.
Implications
Leaders within universities struggle with how to implement effective professional
development (Ebert-May et al., 2011). Examining the crucial link between belief and
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practice is a significant step in learning how to implement change in this area (Ertmer et
al., 2014). This study helps to show the benefits of professional development for
instructors in higher education.
Individuals’ social identities as instructors are shaped by watching others teach
and being a part of a culture. Gradually, as instructors see more technology being used in
teaching and learning, their experiences contribute to a culture of technology users. By
helping future instructors see technology being used in a meaningful way, it may be
possible to help them perceive educators as those who teach with technology (Ertmer et
al., 2015; Zembylas & Chubbuck, 2015). Providing incentives for instructors to share and
learn from each other can be accomplished with professional development activities
hosted by universities. It is recommended that more activities be included that encourage
peer interactions, networking with support groups on campus, and adding a collaboration
portion through which instructors can easily maintain relationships with peers whom they
found during the program.
This study may support positive social change by helping to validate such
programs and may inspire future research opportunities. Exploring if it might be possible
to construct a facilitated development program that is led by instructors could potentially
contribute to a better program design and inspire collaboration between groups of
instructors from different areas of expertise working together. Investigating if such a
program would inspire peer collaboration and lasting relationships across disciplines
could benefit individuals and organizations by providing richer research opportunities,
which might help society solve the large problems that Tier 1 research institutions take
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on, such as food production, cancer research, and environmental conservation.
Individuals can benefit from having peers to share challenges with and this collaboration
can bring higher job satisfaction, research opportunities, and over-all career success
which can help their families by reducing job related stress during the pressure of trying
to attain tenure.
Conclusion
I attempted to identify what happens in professional development activities in
higher education that inspire the use of technology in teaching and learning. The results
show that relationships were the key to change, as was validated in the literature. A
consistent theme in this study was the power of relationships. Participants noted
relationships with their peer presenters as helping them the most in understanding how to
implement learning objectives. Changes in teaching and learning, as well as belief
change, were influenced by peers and those whom participants met during the
professional development sessions. Additionally, those they remembered after the
program as having the greatest lasting impression were those to whom they could relate.
A significant conclusion could be made that to promote change in teaching and learning,
positive relationships must be created and maintained for instructors that involve peers as
well as those who support instructors’ efforts in the classroom.
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Appendix A: Round 1 Email Introduction to Prospective Participants
Email Subject: Dissertation Research Interview Request - Professional Development
and Change in Instruction
Dear Dr. (Name),
You are invited to participate in a research study to identify if participation in the
professional development program (redacted) contributed to changes in your beliefs
related to teaching and learning. This anonymous research study seeks to establish
best practices in professional development that contribute to change in the classroom.
Once these best practices have been identified they will be made available to those to
manage and design (redacted).
This study uses the method Irving Seidman describes in “Interviewing as Qualitative
Research: A guide for Researchers in Education and the Social Sciences” (2013). A
series of three interviews will be conducted with five instructors.
This study is being conducted completely outside of my role at the University and in
no way is the University sponsoring any aspect of it.
I hope you find that being a part of this research panel is a rewarding experience and
your knowledge and experiences are valued in helping to determine the best way to
assist others in promoting effective classroom instruction.
Should you have any questions or comments about anything related to the research,
feel free to contact me. To participate, please respond by (date).
Thank you, Bethany Croton, email address, address, phone number

